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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a projector

which is easily installed and adjusted.

SOLUTION: A microcomputer 5 refers to correlation data

showing correlation between the kind of a projection

lens, a projection screen size and an optimum projection

distance stored in a projection condition preset memory

6 when a projection condition is inputted to the

microcomputer 5 through a remote controller 1 so that an

optimum projection lens satisfying the projection

condition inputted and a projection distance at that time

are displayed on a screen 30. A regulator attaches the

optimum lens, and sets the position of the projector 1 00

at the optimum projection distance. The microcomputer 5

calculates the zooming driving quantity and the focusing

quantity of the projection lens by the correction data so as to satisfy the projection screen
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size, so that the projection lens 17 is automatically driven through a focusing driving part 21

and a zooming driving part 22.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The projector characterized by to have the lens driving means which is the projector which

projects the image displayed on the image-display section on a plane of incidence-ed through a projector

lens, and drives said projector lens, a reception means receive the input of at least one projection

condition, a parameter decision means determine the control parameter of a lens driving means based on

said received projection conditions, and the control means that control said lens driving means based on

said determined control parameter.

[Claim 2] Said parameter decision means is a projector according to claim 1 characterized by having a

storage means to store the correlation data in which relation with the control parameter for satisfying

two or more projection conditions and each projection conditions is shown, and determining said control

parameter based on the correlation data concerned.

[Claim 3] The lens driving means which is the projector which projects the image possible [ two or more

kinds of projector lenses ] and displayed on the image display section on a plane of incidence-ed through

the equipped projector lens, and drives said projector lens with which it was equipped, At least one

projection condition and a reception means to receive each input of the class ofprojector lens with

which it equips, The projector characterized by having a parameter decision means to determine the

control parameter of a lens driving means based on said received projection conditions and class of

projector lens, and the control means which controls said lens driving means based on said determined

control parameter.

[Claim 4] Said parameter decision means is a projector according to claim 3 characterized by having a

storage means to store the correlation data in which relation with the control parameter for satisfying

two or more projection conditions and each projection conditions is shown, for every class of projector

lens, and determining said control parameter based on the correlation data concerned.

[Claim 5] Said projection conditions are a projector according to claim 1 to 4 characterized by including

projector distance and a projection screen size.

[Claim 6] Said lens driving means is a projector according to claim 1 to 5 characterized by having the

magnifying-power adjustment device and the focal adjustment device of a projector lens.

[Claim 7] For said lens driving means, said projection conditions are a projector according to claim 1 to

6 characterized by having a perpendicular direction migration means to fluctuate the relative position of

the perpendicular direction of a projector lens and the image display section, including further the

information about the distance of the perpendicular direction of a plane-of-incidence-ed core and the

optical axis of a projector lens.

[Claim 8] A reception means to be the projector which projects the image possible [ two or more
projector lenses ] and displayed on the image display section on plane of projection-ed through the

equipped projector lens, and to receive the input of one projection condition at least, It is based on the

information about the property of the projector lens memorized by a storage means to store the

information about the property of two or more of said projector lenses, and said storage means. The
projector characterized by having a selection means to choose the projector lens which has a property
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nearest to the lens property of fulfilling said received projection conditions as an optimal projector lens

from said two or more projector lenses, and a display means to display the class of said optimal

projector lens.

[Claim 9] While said projection conditions contain projector distance and a projection screen size, the

property information on the projector lens stored in said storage means It is the information about

projector distance required in order to obtain a predetermined projection screen size in each projector

lens. Said selection means The projector according to claim 8 characterized by searching projector

distance required in order to obtain said projection screen size for every projector lens, and the projector

distance concerned choosing the thing nearest to said received projector distance as an optimal projector

lens.

[Claim 10] Said display means is a projector according to claim 8 or 9 characterized by displaying

projector distance required in order in addition to the class of said optimal projector lens to use the

projector lens concerned and to obtain said received projection screen size.

[Claim 11] The lens driving means which is the projector which projects the image displayed on the

image display section on plane of projection-ed through a projector lens, and drives said projector lens,

A reception means to receive the actuation input of a coordinator, and the control means which controls

said lens driving means based on said received actuation input, A pattern generating means to display a

predetermined pattern on two or more locations of the screen of said image display section, Are based

on the actuation input made by the coordinator that the image formation condition in each location of

two or more of said patterns on which it was projected by said plane of incidence-ed should be adjusted.

The projector characterized by having an operation means to calculate the adjusted value of the

installation conditions of a projector body based on the controlled variable in said control means for

every pattern, and a display means to display said calculated adjusted value.

[Claim 12] Said installation conditions are a projector according to claim 1 1 characterized by including

the horizontal angle of inclination of a projector body, and a vertical angle of inclination.

[Claim 13] The projector according to claim 1 1 or 12 characterized by including three locations

corresponding to at least 3 corners among four corners of a plane of incidence-ed in two or more
locations where said predetermined pattern is displayed.

[Claim 14] A projector given in either of claims 1-13 characterized by having an input screen-display

means to display the input screen which shows the content which should be received with said reception

means, and the display screen control means which displays the content of an input of the coordinator

received with said reception means on said input screen.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the technique which simplifies adjustment of the

projection conditions of the projector concerned especially about the projector which projects the image

formed in the image display section using a liquid crystal panel etc. through a projector lens.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] In recent years, an image is formed in light valves, such as a liquid crystal

panel, and the so-called light valve type ofprojector which projects the image concerned on a screen

through a projector lens is spreading. When such a projector was installed in facilities, such as a hole, it

was conventionally performed by the procedure as shown in drawing 19 .

[0003] As shown in this drawing, the installation procedure of the projector concerned can be divided

greatly and can be divided into the phase (steps S501-S504) of a prior desk design, and the phase (steps

S505-S510) of system setting in an installation site. First, in the phase of a desk design, the size

(projection size) of the screen which should be projected by the projector in an installation site is

determined (step S501), next outline design of the distance (projector distance) from the projector lens

of the projector concerned to a screen, and the projection screen on a screen and the relative vertical-

position relation of a projector is carried out (step S502).

[0004] Drawing 20 and drawing 21 are the side elevations and top views showing the relative-position

relation between the projection screen on a screen 300, and a projector 200. In drawing 20 , the distance

LI from a screen 300 to the projector lens of a projector 200 shows projector distance, and the distance

L2 of the difference of the mid gear of the perpendicular direction of a screen 300 to the projector lens

horizontal line of projector 200 body shows the relative vertical distance of a projection screen and a

projector.

[0005] About the above-mentioned projector distance LI and a vertical distance L2, a coordinator makes
an outline decision from the tooth space of the installation (chamber to install) of a projector etc.,

referring to the specification of the projector lens group currently prepared for the projectors concerned.

Next, one [ suitable ] is chosen from two or more projector lenses currently prepared for every projector

according to the result of the aforementioned outline design (step S503). Under the present

circumstances, the magnifying power of a projector lens and the existence of a zoom function serve as

an important decision ingredient at the time of selection.

[0006] And when the projector lens which has a zoom function is chosen, the zoom scale factor is

determined and the amount of vertical-axes ZURASHI is estimated further. In order that an image may
double a vertical projection location with the location of a screen, from the optical axis of a projector

lens, this amount of vertical-axes ZURASHI is an amount which shifts the location of a light valve to a

relative perpendicular direction, and is easily calculated from the screen called for at the above-

mentioned step S502 - the projector relative vertical distance L2, and magnifying power.

[0007] When this calculated amount of axial ZURASHI exceeds the amount ofmaximum shaft

ZURASHI indicated by the specification of the projector concerned, a base 250 is set under a projector
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200 and the insufficient die length is compensated (step S504). Above, the desk design of the outline

based on the specification of a projector is completed. Next, setting (installation and adjustment) of the

site in the projector system based on the desk design of said outline is explained.

[0008] First, the location of a projector is determined and installed based on the result of the above-

mentioned desk design (step S505). Under the present circumstances, while doubling with the projector

distance computed by the desk design with a sufficient precision, it is necessary to adjust the relative

location of the installation direction of projector 200 body, and a screen 300 with a sufficient precision.

Here, the latter relative location means adjusting so that the installation direction of projector 200 body

may be parallel horizontally to the direction of a normal of a screen 300 and it may specifically become
the design include angle of the proper of a projector specification perpendicularly.

[0009] After setting up the location of said projector, the actual projection image with which the power

source was supplied to the projector body, and it was projected on the screen is checked. Under the

present circumstances, when reconfirming projector distance by location survey attaches importance to

engine-performance reservation of adjustment image quality, it is common (step S506). When it is

judged that a defect is in setting out of the location of a projector by the check of the aforementioned

projection image and the location survey check of projector distance, it returns to step S505 and

positioning of a projector is redone. When it is judged by the check of said projection image, and

reconfirmation of projector distance that he has no problem, it moves to step S507, and when a projector

lens is a zoom type, adjustment of projector lens magnifying power and the so-called zoom adjustment

are performed, vertical-axes ZURASHI of a projector lens is adjusted continuously (step S508), and the

focus of a projector lens is adjusted further continuously (step S509).

[0010] The aforementioned zoom adjustment, vertical-axes ZURASHI adjustment, and focal adjustment

need to perform these adjustments suitably, while a coordinator checks the projection image on a screen,

since it is not the adjustment which became independent thoroughly. That is, it checks with a projection

screen again, tuning them finely, and if not enough, the amount of axial ZURASHI and focal adjustment

will be repeated from zoom adjustment, and it will be made to converge on the optimal projection

conditions, since the amount of axial ZURASHI and the amount of focal adjustments will be changed if

a zoom dilation ratio is changed and it is necessary to adjust this further.

[001 1] According to the image quality demand level of an activity application, the homogeneous check

of the focal engine performance in a screen size, geometric distortion, and the whole screen surface is

performed about the adjustment result of a projection screen after the above adjustment termination (step

S510). In the phase of a check of this adjustment result, if a problem is still in a projection condition,

when it returns to positioning of the projector of step S505 again, and it carries out by having repeated

fine adjustment of the location of the projector after it, and readjustment of a projection lens system,

consequently it is judged that there is no problem in the image quality demand level of an activity

application at step S510, setting (installation and adjustment) of a projector will be completed.

[0012] By the way, in the latest projector, in order to simplify the adjustment of a projector mentioned

above, there is an example which has made adjustment of a projection lens system electric. The example

of a configuration of the drive system of the projector lens of such a projector is explained using

drawing 22 . As shown in this drawing, the actuation system of a projector lens holds perpendicularly

the focal actuator 21 1 which is electric and drives the focal adjustment device of a projector lens 210,

the zoom actuator 212 which is electric and drives a zoom adjustment device, and a projector lens 210

movable, and it consists of vertical-axes ZURASHI actuators 214 which are electric and drive the

vertical-axes ZURASHI device 213 in which vertical-axes ZURASHI is performed, and this vertical-

axes ZURASHI device 213.

[0013] The control section which controls the actuation system of the aforementioned projection lens

system is constituted by the remote control switch (only henceforth "remote control
11

) 201, the remote

control signal light sensing portion 202, the remote control signal decoding circuit 203, a microcomputer

205, and data memory 206. The case where focal adjustment is carried out by the projection lens system

actuation system is hereafter made into an example, and the control action of a projector 200 is

explained. A coordinator performs the key stroke of remote control 201, checking the focal adjustment
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condition of the image projected on the screen screen. The remote control control signal according to the

key stroke of a coordinator is sent with gestalten, such as an infrared signal, from remote control 201,

and it is inputted into the remote control signal light sensing portion 202 of a projector body.

[0014] The dispatch signal of gestalten, such as an infrared signal, is changed into an analog electrical

signal in the remote control signal light sensing portion 202. An analog electrical signal is decoded by
the digital signal in the remote control signal decoding circuit 203, and is inputted into a microcomputer

205. In a microcomputer 205, the focal control signal according to the inputted remote control control

information is outputted to the focal actuator 211.

[0015] The focal actuator 215 does adjustable [ of the focal condition of the projection image on a

screen
] by driving the focal adjustment device of a projector lens 210 according to the focal control

signal received from the microcomputer 205. Checking change of the focal condition on the screen

which it is as a result of actuation of the above, a coordinator performs remote control actuation and,

thereby, sets it as the optimal focus condition. Then, the adjustment data of an optimal focus amendment
condition are kept by the data memory 206 of a non-volatile with the directions from remote control

201.

[0016] When carrying out actuation control of the zoom actuator 212 and the vertical-axes ZURASHI
actuator 214, a series of actuation from remote control 201 and control of a signal are also the same as

that of the case of focal adjustment.

[0017]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, by doubling with the specification of projection

conditions and a projector lens as mentioned above, positioning of a projector body, the magnifying

power of a projector lens, the focus, and the method of performing each adjustment of axial ZURASHI
in the combination of the visual inspection on a screen, and manual positioning of a projector body and

the hand regulation of a projector lens needed to be optimized repeating repeatedly as mentioned above,

and had a technical problem in respect of adjustment time amount, adjustment precision, and regulatory

cost. Therefore, also in the phase of a desk design, projection conditions needed to be set up in a high

precision (the range of a several cm error), and this had also taken time amount.

[0018] If each part must be independently adjusted at all while a coordinator checks visually although

such a situation became more convenient than hand control in the place which made the projection lens

system electric actuation, there is no change in the same time and effort being required for convergence

to an optimum state. A commercial-scene demand in recent years is especially made into a background.

Big-screen-izing of a projection screen, a raise in brightness, The demand of high-definition-izing and

the long focusing of the projector distance in a specified use, utilization non-establishing permanently,

etc. is increasing focusing on the large-sized high brightness projector. Such a large-sized projector

Since weight is large, when anchoring sets in the severe location of installation conditions, such as head
lining of a large hall, easily, it is dramatically difficult to adjust repeatedly as mentioned above.

[0019] moreover ~ in said high brightness projector, the option selection of a projector lens fixed focus

types and zoom type [ some kinds of] is common - becoming — **** a projection lens ~ things --

since projection conditions differ, it is also the factor which takes time amount further for optimization

of the above-mentioned installation. This invention is made in view of an above-mentioned trouble, and
it aims at offering the projector which can perform the optimal installation and the adjustment to a hole

etc. easily especially.

[0020]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to attain the above-mentioned object, the projector concerning

this invention is equipped with the lens driving means which drives a projector lens, a reception means
to receive the input of at least one projection condition, a parameter decision means to determine the

control parameter of a lens driving means based on said received projection conditions, and the control

means that controls said lens driving means based on said determined control parameter. Since a control

parameter is determined automatically and a lens driving means drives by this according to it according

to the projection conditions received with the reception means, the need that a coordinator carries out

troublesome adjustment manually like before becomes absolutely none, and the quick installation and
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the adjustment of it are attained.

[0021] What is necessary is to receive the projector lens with which it equips, and projection conditions,

and just to determine the control parameter suitable for the projector lens concerned, when exchange of

two or more projector lenses is possible to a projector here. Moreover, if it has a selection means to

choose the projector lens which has a property nearest to the lens property of fulfilling the projection

conditions which store the information about the property oftwo or more projector lenses in the storage

means, and were received based on that information as an optimal projector lens, and a display means to

display the class of this optimal projector lens, it will become, without a coordinator wavering in

selection of a projector lens.

[0022] Moreover, a reception means by which the projector concerning this invention receives the

actuation input of a coordinator, The control means which controls a lens driving means based on said

received actuation input, A pattern generating means to display a predetermined pattern on two or more

locations of the screen of the image display section, Are based on the actuation input made by the

coordinator that the image formation condition in each location of two or more of said patterns on which

it was projected by said plane of incidence-ed should be adjusted. Based on the controlled variable in

said control means for every pattern, it has an operation means to calculate the adjusted value of the

installation conditions of a projector body, and a display means to display this adjusted value. By this A
coordinator only adjusts the image formation condition of each pattern, can obtain the adjusted value of

the installation conditions of a projector body, and can adjust highly precise installation conditions

easily.

[0023] Moreover, this invention is equipped with an input screen-display means to display the input

screen which shows the content which should be received with a reception means, and the display screen

control means which displays the content of an input of the coordinator received with said reception

means on said input screen, and a coordinator becomes possible [ performing adjustment actuation very

easily
]
by seeing the content of the display screen concerned.

[0024]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, the gestalt of operation of the projector concerning this

invention is explained, referring to a drawing.

(Gestalt 1 of operation)

(1) The block diagram 1 of a projector 100 is a block block diagram of the projector 100 concerning the

gestalt 1 of operation of this invention.

[0025] This projector 100 mainly consists of control-system 100A, image display system 100B, and

projection lens system 100C. Control-system 100A is constituted by the remote control 1 for remote

operation, the remote control signal light sensing portion 2, the remote control signal decoding circuit 3,

operation part 4, a microcomputer 5, the projection condition presetting memory 6, and the lens

adjustment data memory 7.

[0026] This projector 100 is constituted so that two or more projector lenses may be exchangeable, and

the data (projector lens correlation data) of projector distance required to project with that magnifying

power and the target projection screen size are stored in the projection condition presetting memory 6 in

the map format for two or more projector lenses of every concerned. Moreover, the lens adjustment data

memory 7 is for holding the controlled variable at the time of adjusting projection lens system 100C

(adjustment data).

[0027] If a coordinator sends directions to the body of equipment through remote control 1, it will be

received by the remote control signal light sensing portion 2, and the signal from remote control 1 will

be decoded in the remote control signal decoding circuit 3, and will be sent to a microcomputer 5. A
microcomputer 5 controls the content of a display of each actuator of projection lens system 100C, or

the display device 10 of image display system 100B while making an operation required for operation

part 4 perform according to the program stored in the internal memory with reference to the content of

storage of the projection condition presetting memory 6 or the lens adjustment data memory 7 based on

directions of the received signal. About these detailed contents of control, it mentions later.

[0028] Image display system 100B The light source 8, a condenser lens 9, a display device 10, and this
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display device 10 The video signal inputted from the OSD signal generating circuit 1 1 for generating the

signal composition and the display device actuation circuit 16 for driving, and the pattern and input

screen for adjustment, and making other images display in piles on a screen (on-screen display), the test

pattern generating circuit 12, and the outside It has A/D converter 13 for reproducing, the frame rate

conversion circuit 14, the number conversion circuit 15 of pixels, etc.

[0029] The electrochromatic display panel of a transparency mold is being used for the display device

10 which is a light valve with the gestalt of this operation. The circuitry for driving this display device

10 with an external video signal is well-known, and it is that example that is shown in drawing 1 .

Namely, if a video signal is received from an external terminal, for example, a videocassette recorder,

A/D converter 13 will change this into a digital signal, and will send it to the frame rate conversion

circuit 14. In the frame rate conversion circuit 14, each synchronous frequency of a vertical

synchronization and a horizontal synchronization is changed so that it may agree in the number of

display pixels of a display device 10, and the video signal concerned is sent out to the number
conversion circuit 15 of pixels. In the number conversion circuit 15 of pixels, after interpolating the data

between the pixels of a video signal or carrying out data infanticide according to the number of pixels of

a display device 10, it sends to signal composition and the display device actuation circuit 16. Signal

composition and the display device actuation circuit 16 drive a display device 10 according to this video

signal, and displays an image.

[0030] On the other hand, it is condensed with a condenser lens 9, incidence of the beam of light

injected from the light source 8 is carried out to the image display side of a display device 10, and the

transmission image is projected on a screen 30 through the projector lens 17 ofprojection lens system

100C. Projection lens system 100C consists of the vertical-axes ZURASHI actuator 19 for driving the

drive motor 23 for vertical-axes ZURASHI in which a projector lens 17 and this projector lens 17 were

formed by the vertical and horizontal lens attaching part 18 which it reaches and is held movable in the

direction of an optical axis, and this lens attaching part 18, the drive motor 24 for horizontal-axis

ZURASHI, the drive motor 25 for focuses, and the drive motor 26 for zoom, respectively, the

horizontal-axis ZURASHI actuator 20, a focal actuator 21, and a zoom actuator 22.

[0031] Drawing 2 is a perspective view to show the configuration of the drive in the above-mentioned

lens attaching part 18. The lens attaching part 18 consists of the lens maintenance block 181 with which

it is equipped with a projector lens 17 exchangeable, the block maintenance frame 182 which holds this

lens maintenance block 181 movable perpendicularly (Z direction), a movable carriage seat 183 which

holds this maintenance frame 182 movable in the direction of an optical axis (the direction of X), and a

fixed plinth 184 which holds this movable carriage seat 183 movable to horizontally (the direction ofY)

it intersects perpendicularly with an optical axis further.

[0032] Two rods 1811 and 1812 are set up perpendicularly and these two rods have penetrated possible

[
sliding ] on the top face of the lens maintenance block 181 to the rod attachment component 1821

attached to the block maintenance frame 182. The underside side of the lens maintenance block 181 also

has same maintenance structure, and the lens maintenance block 181 is held by these possible
[ sliding

of a perpendicular direction (Z direction) ] with a projector lens 17. The block maintenance frame 182 is

held possible [
sliding of the direction ofX ] with the rail which is not illustrated at the movable carriage

seat 183, and is held possible [
sliding of the direction ofY ] with the rail which similarly does not

illustrate the movable carriage seat 183.

[0033] As a driving means to each direction, the drive motor 23 for vertical-axes ZURASHI, the drive

motor 24 for horizontal-axis ZURASHI, and the drive motor 25 for focuses are used, and bolts 231, 241,

and 251 are directly linked with the shaft of those drive motors. Bolts 231, 241, and 251 are screwed in

the screwhole prepared in the object for actuation, respectively, and can be moved to the shaft

orientations of the bolt concerned according to a well-known screw delivery operation.

[0034] Moreover, the drive motor 26 for zoom is held by the maintenance metallic ornaments which are

not illustrated at the lens maintenance block 181, by the pinion 261 attached in the driving shaft, it has

geared with the gearing 175 for zoom actuation prepared in the peripheral surface of a projector lens 17,

the movable cylinder part 176 is rotated by this, and zoom actuation is performed. In addition, although
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not illustrated especially, the home-position sensor which detects that the lens maintenance block 181,

the block maintenance frame 182, and the movable carriage seat 183 are in each criteria location (home
position) is formed, and once positioning the movement magnitude of these members in a criteria

location, it is controlled by the rotation of each drive motor.

[0035] Although a stepping motor is used and he is trying to control by the gestalt of this operation with

the number of driving pulses as each drive motor, a motor with a reduction gear and built-in encoder

equipment is used, and it may be made to carry out feedback control by the detection pulse from encoder

equipment. Although zoom actuation of a projector lens 17 is controlled similarly, in this case, the mark
is given to the peripheral surface of the movable cylinder part 176 of a projector lens 17, and it supposes

that it is in a criteria location the time of the photoelectrical sensor (un-illustrating) arranged in the

predetermined location detecting this mark, and is controlled by the rotation of the drive motor 26 for

zoom on the basis of this.

[0036] In addition, adjustment of a projector 100 displays the message and selection menu according to

a progress condition of adjustment on a screen 30 by the projector 100 concerned, and can be set up now
by dialogic operation so that it may mention later. Setting out by this dialogue formation indicates the

menu screen by onscreen one on a screen, and has become the format which a coordinator chooses the

item of a menu screen with remote control 1, and specifies. Drawing 3 is ****** which shows the

configuration of the manual operation button of this remote control 1 . It has the Arrow carbon button

104 for increasing and decreasing the numeric value which moves cursor on the menu button 103 for

displaying the input carbon button 102 for making the switch group ofremote control 1 decide the

power button 101 for using projector 100 body as a power source ON, and the content of an input, and a

menu screen, and a menu screen as shown in this drawing, or is inputted on an input screen etc.

(2) Install in a hole etc. the projector 100 which has a configuration beyond installation of a projector

100, and the procedure of adjustment, and explain to a detail below the procedure of adjusting projection

lens system 100C, based on the flow chart ofdrawing_4 .

[0037] First, before attaching actually, a coordinator is determined by estimate on the basis of a

projection screen size about the physical relationship of the projector distance from a screen to a

projector 100, and the perpendicular direction of a screen and a projector 100 etc., referring to the sketch

of an anchoring location etc. (step S101). These values are for carrying out temporary installation on the

spot, and are good at estimate strictly. In addition, since it constitutes so that it may mention later with

the gestalt of this operation and the adjustment in a site can make it very easy, although the projector

lens with which raises above-mentioned each projection conditions to the precision of several

centimeters in the phase of count on this desk in order to make time and effort of adjustment in a site in

the former as easy as possible, and it equips also needed to be specified beforehand, it is not required up

to there.

[0038] And according to the count result on this desk, temporary installation of the projector 100 is

carried out in an installation site (step SI 02), The lens standard as a projector lens is attached in this

phase. And when remote control 1 is operated, a power source is supplied to a projector 100 (step S103)

and a menu button 103 is pushed, a microcomputer 5 reads the image data of an automatic setting screen

from an internal memory, displays it on a display device 10 through the OSD signal generating circuit

1 1, and signal composition and a display device actuation circuit 16, and is made to project on a screen

30 (step SI 04).

[0039] What is necessary is just to carry out focal adjustment suitably so that the focus of a screen may
suit by remote control actuation while a coordinator views the screen on a screen 30 when a projection

screen is hard to see. In addition, in this phase, since the standard lens is still used, it is not necessary to

care about the size of a actual projection screen. As mentioned above, the picture signal which reads the

image data ofpredetermined input screens, such as the above-mentioned automatic setting screen, from

an internal memory, or shows the result of a predetermined operation is generated, and a microcomputer

5 is only simplified hereafter, saying, "The screen of., being displayed (on screen)", and expresses

making them project on a screen 30.

[0040] Drawing 5 (a) shows an example of the above-mentioned automatic setting screen. In this
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automatic setting screen 41, ON-OFF of automatic projection conditioning and selection of the

projection direction are attained. It is made to move to the location which operates the Arrow carbon

button 104 ( drawing 3 ) of remote control 1, and chooses cursor 42, and by pushing the input carbon

button 102, the content is decided and a microcomputer 5 stores the content of directions in the lens

adjustment data memory 7.

[0041] In addition, "Front
11

in the projection direction and "Rear" show distinction of whether it projects

from the screen 30 front, or to project from screen 30 back, and show distinction of whether "Floor" and

"Ceiling" install a projector 100 in a floor, or for it to be made an upside-down and to attach in head

lining, respectively. These setups determine whether a microcomputer 5 carries out vertical reversal of

the image display in a display device 10, or right-and-left reversal is carried out, and it controls to be

projected with the right sense on a screen.

[0042] Now, when "Yes" is chosen by the above-mentioned automatic setting screen 41 about automatic

projection conditioning, it goes into (step SI 05:Yes) and automatic setting mode, and the projection

condition input screen 43 as shown in drawing 5 (b) below is displayed. A projection screen size inputs

the screen 30 with which the hole was equipped per inch here.

[0043] A rough value [ in / in projector distance / the above-mentioned step SI ] is inputted. A screen

vertical position is the height (L4 of drawing_20 ) from the floor line of the soffit of a screen 30, and PJ

vertical position is the height (L3 of this drawing 20 ) from the floor line of projector lens 17 core of a

projector 100. The actual measurement in a site is inputted about L3 and L4. In addition, a numerical

input is made with the Arrow carbon button 104 of remote control 1. If an arrow-head carbon button is

besides pushed, a numeric value will become large, and it will become small if an arrow-down carbon

button is pushed reversely. Moreover, in changing an input item, it pushes a right arrow or a left arrow

carbon button.

[0044] A coordinator pushes the input carbon button 102, after the input of these numeric values is

completed. Then, it considers that a microcomputer 5 is what the corresponding numerical input

completed (step SI 07: Yes), and the next installation condition data processing is performed (step

SI 08). This installation condition data processing is processing which finds the optimal projector

distance required in order to choose the optimal projector lens for the projection conditions set up

among the projector lens groups currently prepared for projectors 100 and to obtain the specified screen

size concerned with this lens.

[0045] That is, a microcomputer 5 calculates the optimal lens, projector distance, and the amount of

vertical-axes ZURASHI based on the presetting data of a numeric value and the projection condition

presetting memory 6 inputted from the coordinator. The data (projector lens correlation data) of the map
format which shows relation with projector distance required as shown in the following (table 1), in

order to obtain a screen size and the screen size concerned for every class of projector lens are

beforehand stored in the projection condition presetting memory 6.

[0046]

[A table 1]
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tstmm
13] [H]

ffl TYPE-l
(1.2:1)

TYPE-2
(3.3:1)

TYPE-3
(5:1)

TYPE-4
(7:1)

TYPE-

5

(1.5-3:1)

g/h
! m±

TYPE-

6

(3-5.3:1)

50 1480 3815 5896 8530 1637 3176 20961 5431

70 2012 5155 7908 11312 2242 4388 3366 ', 7603

100 2811 7175 10941 15504 3151 1 6206 5272 1

6542
j

84481

10861

120 3347 8525 12968 18305 3756
1

7419 13033

150 4149 10551 16010 22510 4665 1 9237 16292

180 4952 12578 19054 26718 5573
|

11056 10354
]

11624
|

19550

200 5487 13930 21084 29524 6178 1 12268 21722

250 6827 17311 26161 36541 7692
J

15299 14800|

17976
J

27153

300 8166 20693 31238 43559 9206 ] 18329 32583

350 9505 24075 36317 50579 10720 1 21360 21152 1 38014

400 10845 27458 41396 57598 12234
{
24391 24328

|

27504 1

43444

450 12185 30841 46475 64619 13748 1 27422 48875

500 13525 34223 51554 71639 15261 ! 30452 30680 54305

[0047] A microcomputer 5 searches the projector lens correlation data concerned, in projector distance

required in order to obtain the screen size inputted by the input screen of the above-mentioned step

SI 06, is within the limits of the error (for example, 100mm) which can adjust difference with the

inputted projector distance, and chooses the nearest thing. For example, when the inputted screen size is

[
projector distance ] 30m (= 3000mm) in 450 inches, it asks for difference (the projector distance of the

fixed focus lens of the 450 inches column of the screen size of (a table 1), and 30m), and that from

which the difference is set to less than 100mm is searched. In (a table 1), although 30841mm of the

projector distance of the projector lens ofTYPE2 is the nearest, since there is a difference with the

inputted projector distance no less than 841mm and it exceeds far 100mm of errors in which the above-

mentioned adjustment is possible, it cannot adopt. Then, with reference to the column of a zoom lens,

what has 30m within the limits of the strange good projector distance is searched next. In (a table 1), the

projector lens ofTYPE-6 is equivalent to this. In addition, although the value of 100mm of error range

in which the above-mentioned adjustment is possible is beforehand stored in the projection condition

presetting memory 6 as range in the cage implement 120 ( drawing 1 8 ) of a projector 100 mentioned

later which can be adjusted, a coordinator may constitute it so that it can be set as arbitration. Moreover,

although 30 inputtedm of the projector distance which should be set up must still be sufficient since it

carries out adjustable [ of the projector distance for obtaining the target projection screen size ]

continuously within the limits of predetermined in the case of a zoom lens With the gestalt of this

operation, it is stored in the amount table ofprojector lens adjustments used by projector lens regulating

processing of the below-mentioned step SI 12 (table 2), and the value (30004mm) nearest to 30m is set

up as optimal projector distance.

[0048] Next, it asks for the difference delta L of screen - PJ vertical position, i.e., the center of a screen

30, and the perpendicular direction of the optical axis of a projector lens 17. This value can be easily

found as deltaL==L4+(Lv/2)-L3. However, Lv is the die length (refer to drawing 2_0 ) of the

perpendicular direction of a screen. And the result of an operation obtained as mentioned above is

displayed on a screen 30 as the result-of-an-operation display screen 44 as shown in drawing 6 (step

SI 09).

[0049] After a check of this result of an operation, a coordinator is reinstalled so that projector distance

may be surveyed and the displayed distance concerned may be suited, while exchanging a projector lens
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for the optimal projector lens. Moreover, it checks from specification whether it is extent which it can

complement with vertical-axes ZURASHI adjustment, if that is right, it is not necessary to change

especially the height of a projector 100 but, and about vertical difference deltaL, when that is not right, a

projector 100 is adjusted so that the difference concerned may become in tolerance about the height of

an installation base.

[0050] Then, although a coordinator performs the input of Yes or No about the acknowledgment

indicator of the conditioning of the result-of-an-operation display screen 44 ( drawing_6 ), setting out of

the displayed projector distance when the height of a projector 100 is changed as mentioned above

inputs the projection conditions which returned to step SI06 and were newly changed when [ a certain ]

a situation was not able to be carried out, and it repeats the above-mentioned actuation.

[0051] On the other hand, when the purport currently installed as the installation condition at step Sill

is checked, it moves to step SI 12 and projector lens regulating processing is performed. In this projector

lens regulating processing, a microcomputer 5 is the processing which adjusts to the optimal image

formation condition according to the screen size and the projector distance conditions of having inputted

the condition of a projector lens 17 through the vertical-axes ZURASHI actuator 19, the focal actuator

21, and the zoom actuator 22, automatically.

[0052] DrawingJ7 is a flow chart which shows the subroutine of this projector lens regulating

processing. First, the amount of ** zoom adjustments, the amount of ** focus adjustments, and the

amount of** vertical-axes ZURASHI are acquired from the wearing projector lens by which the check

was carried out [ above-mentioned ], projector distance, and the value of the vertical difference delta L.

[0053] Considering the case where a zoom lens is generally chosen as a projector lens 17, a required

dilation ratio is first called for from the ratio of the size and the screen size of a display device 10, and

the required focal distance of a projector lens 17 can be found based on the value of this dilation ratio

and projector distance. If a focal distance can be found, the amount of focal adjustments will be

determined that it will become the location with the general image formation equation of optics since the

distance of the projector lens 17 of the direction of an optical axis and a display device 10 can be

specified.

[0054] However, if it says more strictly, since the distance of a projector lens 17 and a screen 30 will be

changed by focal adjustment, though a projection screen size is also minute, it changes. Therefore, it is

more desirable to adjust a zoom and a focus, giving relevance mutually, with a projection screen size not

changed, so that focal adjustment may be performed. Then, while the projection screen size has been

eternal as mentioned above, according to the property of each projector lens, it asks for the relation

between the amount ofzoom adjustments for doubling a focus, and the amount of focal adjustments

beforehand, and he is trying to store in the projection condition presetting memory 6 by making this into

the amount table of projector lens adjustments, and to calculate the amount of zoom adjustments, and

the amount of focal adjustments with the gestalt of this operation, referring to this presetting data. As an

example of this amount table of projector lens adjustments, a projection screen size is 450 inches and the

following (table 2) is a table showing a table in case the projector lens 17 with which it is equipped is

TYPE-6.

[0055]

[A table 2]
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TYPE-6

450

27504 Pi qi

27604 P2 qz

27704 P3 q3

30004 Pm qm

30104 Pm+1 qm+i

48704 Pn-2 qn-2

48804 Pn-l qn-i

48875 Pn qn

[0056] being concerned (table 2) - it sets, and the amount ofzoom adjustments and the amount of focal

adjustments required in order that projector distance may be minced at intervals of 100mm (however,

48804 to 48875mm of the last has fractional spacing of 71mm), may get down from the 27504

shortestmm to the 48875 longestmm and may obtain a 450 inches projection screen in the case of each

projector distance are associated and stored.

[0057] The amount ofzoom adjustments and the amount of focal adjustments show the amount of

actuation of the corresponding drive motor with the number of driving pulses from the time of a

projector lens 17 being in the location of a home position in each direction. Beforehand, by the

simulation by well-known optical count or a well-known computer, these values are calculated for every

class of projector lens, and projection screen size, and are stored in the amount table of projector lens

adjustments in the above-mentioned projection condition presetting memory 6. In addition, such an

amount table of projector lens adjustments is prepared for every projection screen size about the

projector lens of each zoom mold.

[0058] With the gestalt of this operation, in the above-mentioned step SI 10, since it is set as the

projector distance of 30004mm so that it may become the projection screen size of450 inches with the

projector lens of TYPE-6, about pm pulse and the amount of focal adjustments, the value ofqm pulse

can be acquired [ amount / of zoom adjustments ] from the table concerned, on the other hand, the

magnitude of the display screen of a display device 10 should be set to K inches, then dilation ratio

M=450 (inch) / K (inch) — since come out and it is — the difference of the above-mentioned

perpendicular direction — the amount delta L/M which **(ed) amount deltaL with the dilation ratio M —
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a display device 10 - the optical axis of a projector lens 17 receiving - the above what is necessary

is just to make it move to the direction and opposite direction which have produced difference

[0059] With the gestalt of this operation, since vertical-axes ZURASHI is performed by migration of a

projector lens 17, this projector lens 17 calculates the amount of adjustments of the drive motor 23 for

vertical-axes ZURASHI (the number of driving pulses) so that only the above-mentioned delta L/M may
move perpendicularly. In addition, the relation between the number of driving pulses applied to the drive

motor 23 for vertical-axes ZURASHI and the amount of axial ZURASHI is known easily. That is, since

the number of driving pulses which needs Rota of a stepping motor to rotate one time is known, it is

easily computable with the pulse number and die length of one pitch of a bolt 23 1

.

[0060] And based on each control parameter (the number of driving pulses) of the amount ofzoom
adjustments by which acquisition was carried out [ above-mentioned ], the amount of focal adjustments,

and the amount of vertical-axes ZURASHI adjustments, the drive motors 26, 25, and 23 which

correspond through the zoom actuator 22, the focal actuator 21, and the vertical-axes ZURASHI actuator

19, respectively are driven (steps S202-S204), it ends regulating automatically, and a return is carried

out to the flow chart of drawingj-

.

[0061] Thus, although the former had taken much time amount by controlling to make it converge on

the optimal projection conditions while the coordinator viewed the screen of a screen and repeated

independently zoom adjustment, focal adjustment, and vertical-axes ZURASHI adjustment repeatedly,

respectively, according to the gestalt of this operation, it can adjust in an instant and large compaction of

adjustment time amount can be realized.

[0062] Moreover, while a coordinator makes easy the design of the projection conditions which were

performing the desk design conventionally by performing bidirectional actuation according the

conditions of a projection screen size and projector distance to an onscreen display from remote control,

actuation setting out of a projection lens system is also united, it carries out automatically, and setting

out of a projection condition design and a projection lens system can be automated by easy alter

operation. Since it is mainly realizable only by the addition of a program, these are realizable at cheap

cost.

[0063] (Gestalt 2 of operation) The gestalt 1 of above-mentioned operation mainly explained the

automatic control of the amount ofzoom adjustments, the amount of focal adjustments, and the amount

of vertical-axes ZURASHI among adjustments of the projector 100 for obtaining the target screen size.

By this, the projection image of coarse-control level will be displayed on a screen 30 within the limits of

an installation error, although it comes out enough by above-mentioned adjustment when used for the

activity application as which the projection condition of high degree of accuracy is not required so

much, for example, commercial presentations, - the screen whole - a rear spring supporter - when a

clear image formation condition is required (for example, when establishing permanently in a hole etc.

and showing a Hi-Vision image), still highly precise adjustment is required.

[0064] With the gestalt 2 of this operation, it is in the condition that adjustment (henceforth a "coarse

control") of a certain amount of projection conditions was already performed by hand control and the

above-mentioned automatic control, and is related with the configuration for performing fine adjustment

(henceforth "high-degree-of-accuracy adjustment") of the installation conditions of a projector 100 for

the purpose of obtaining the display image level of high degree of accuracy further. In addition, in the

gestalt 2 of this operation, since the whole projector 100 configuration is completely the same as

drawingA > the explanation is omitted and the content of control in the procedure of high-degree-of-

accuracy adjustment and control-system 100A is explained below.

[0065] Drawing 8 is a flow chart which shows the procedure of the high-degree-of-accuracy adjustment

including the content of control of a microcomputer 5. First, when a coordinator pushes the menu button

103 of remote control 1, a microcomputer 5 reads the image data of the coarse-control check screen 45

as shown in drawing^ (a) stored in the internal memory, and is made to display it on a screen 30 (step

S301).

[0066] A coordinator judges and inputs the right or wrong of the projection condition in a coarse

control, looking at this screen. In the case which is not desirable Choose "No" and it is confirmed
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whether which conditions are concretely desirable by next inputting the screen location under the left

upper right to the size and the screen of a screen size. When the projection condition in the coarse-

control level which pushes the input carbon button 102 is not desirable, it moves to (step S302:Yes) and

step S303, and the readjustment directions screen 46 as shown in drawing 9 (b) is displayed. While a

coordinator views the screen of a screen based on this, the installation location of a projector 100 is

adjusted (step S304). Under the present circumstances, it is convenient if it is made to display the

correction direction of reinstallation on a screen 30 corresponding to the content inputted by drawing 9

(a). For example, when a screen size is small, it makes it display, "To lower a little installation location

back."

[0067] A coordinator inputs whether it is the no it was satisfied with adjustment on the level of a coarse

control of no with reinstallation with the screen of "reinstallation O.K.?" of drawing ? (b), and when not

satisfied, it returns to step S301 once again, the check screen of a coarse-control condition is displayed,

and it rechecks [ being / S305:No / (step), where / of a projection condition / is bad, and ] it. [ it ] When
the input of the satisfied purport is carried out, (step S305:Yes) and the high-degree-of-accuracy

adjustment selection screen 47 as shown below at drawing 9 (c) are displayed (step S306).

[0068] In addition, it faces performing high-degree-of-accuracy adjustment, and since the above-

mentioned step S301 to the step S305 is for only checking the installation condition in coarse-control

level, it may be skipped. Here, when asking for the display image level of high degree of accuracy

further, a coordinator is the key stroke of remote control 1 , and chooses high-degree-of-accuracy mode
(step S307: Yes).

[0069] Then, a microcomputer 5 generates the test pattern 150 as shown in drawing 10 by the test

pattern generating circuit 12, and is displayed on a screen. At this time, the amount input screen 50 of

adjustments as doubled and shown in drawngj_3 (a) is displayed on the location which seldom laps with

the test pattern concerned. As shown in drawing 10 , a test pattern 150 consists of patterns 151-159 for

adjustment arranged in the location of a total of nine points of four corners of a rectangle field, the

center of this field, and the center of each side (the point by which a projection condition should be

adjusted with each patterns 151-159 for adjustment will be hereafter called a coordinating point 1, a

coordinating point 2, a coordinating point 9 sequentially from the upper left.).

[0070] And based on each projection condition of each of these patterns 151-159 for adjustment, high-

degree-of-accuracy adjustment is performed as follows. That is, when the installation direction of the

projector 100 to a screen 30 does not have right relative relation as it is based on specification, some
distortion has arisen rather than the ideal condition, and a actual projection screen cannot fully double a

focus to all the corners of a screen, either. Drawing 1 1 is drawing showing such a projection condition.

In addition, distortion of the projection image after [ expedient ] explaining is exaggerated considerably,

and this drawing shows it. Moreover, the patterns 151-159 for adjustment are also omitted, and it is

expressing only as the profile.

[0071] It did not understand how many installation conditions since it is adjusted by extent which the

flash condition from distortion or a screen seldom already understands in the phase of a coarse control

although having turned to the upper right a little than an inclination with a projector 100 ideal in the

state of projection of a test pattern 1 50 like drawingJl can distinguish once, I could adjust in any

direction actually, but time and effort great to this fine adjustment in the former was required.

[0072] It enables it to perform these amounts of adjustments easily through the following processes in

the gestalt of this operation. Namely, a coordinator views the projection condition of these patterns 151-

159 for adjustment, and performs optimum coordination for every coordinating point according to the

amount input screen 50 of adjustments of drawingJ3 (a) by which it is indicated by onscreen one (step

S309).

[0073] Choosing a coordinating point 1 by remote control actuation on the amount input screen 50 of

adjustments, and viewing the pattern 151 for adjustment on a screen 30 first, as shown in drawingl2 ,

the upper left corner of this pattern 151 for adjustment doubles the upper left corner of a screen 30, and a

coordinator adjusts a focus, a zoom, and a vertical and horizontal location by remote control actuation so

that each top-most vertices 1511 and 31 may be in agreement.
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[0074] First, in the case of a projection condition [ like drawing 1 1 ] whose test pattern 150 is, after

making a dilation ratio small by zoom adjustment, a focus is doubled about the pattern 151 for

adjustment, and it adjusts it so that the top chord and left part of the pattern 151 for adjustment

concerned may next be in agreement with it of a screen 30 and a shaft may be shifted vertically and

horizontally. Thus, information with which each previous amount of adjustments is related when the

adjustment about the pattern 151 for adjustment is completed and a coordinator directs a datastore by

actuation from remote control 1 (henceforth "the amount data of adjustments 11

) In addition, this amount

data of adjustments is stored as an amount of adjustments from the criteria location in actuation of each

direction (the number of driving pulses). It is stored in the amount storing table of adjustments as shown

in the following table 3 which was related with the coordinating point 1 and formed in the lens

adjustment data memory 7 (step S309).

[0075]

[A table 3]

(A'JW) {rem

1 Apzl Apfl Apvl Aphl

2 Apz2 Apf2 Apv2 Aph2

3 Apz3 Apf3 Apv3 Aph3

4 Apz4 Apf4 Apv4 Aph4

5 Apz5 ApfS Apv5 Aph5

6 Apz6 Apffi Apv6 Aph6

7 Apz7 Apf7 Apv7 Aph7

8 Apz8 Apf8 Apv8 Aph8

9 Apz9 Apf9 Apv9 Aph9

[0076] After performing the above adjustment actuation about the coordinating point 2 or subsequent

ones one by one and completing adjustment about all coordinating points (step S3 10: Yes), based on the

data stored in the amount storing table of adjustments by these processings, the error (installation error)

of the installation condition of the current projector 100 and an ideal installation condition is calculated

(step S3 1 1). In addition, although it is desirable to make it adjust about the adjustment patterns 151, 153,

1 57, and 1 59 located in four corners until it makes it in agreement with the corner of a screen 30 as

mentioned above, what is necessary is just to make only one corresponding side in agreement about the

patterns 152, 154, 156, and 158 for adjustment of the center of each side, and it is good in the amount of

adjustments of only a focus about the central pattern 155 for adjustment.

[0077] It is five kinds of adjusted values, projector distance, a right-and-left inclination (horizontal

inclination), an order inclination (vertical inclination), a horizontal position, and a vertical position,

which are calculated at step S31 1, and it mentions later about the detail of the content of an operation.

And it is made to display on a screen 30 in step S3 12 with the result-of-an-operation display screen 51

as shows the above-mentioned result of an operation to drawing 13 (b).

[0078] A coordinator tunes the installation condition of the current projector 100 finely, looking at this

display (step S3 13). This fine adjustment is completed, a coordinator views the screen of the test pattern

1 50 on a screen, high-degree-of-accuracy adjustment is checked, if it is satisfactory, in the above-

mentioned installation position error display screen 51, "high-degree-of-accuracy adjustment

continuation No" will be inputted from remote control 1, and this will end high-degree-of-accuracy

adjustment.

[0079] When the need for high-degree-of-accuracy adjustment is sensed further reversely, "high-degree-

of-accuracy adjustment continuation Yes" is inputted from remote control 1, and it returns to step S308,

and repeats from the amount input of adjustments by the patterns 151-159 for adjustment. Next,
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installation condition error data processing of step S31 1 in the flow chart of above-mentioned drawing 8

is explained.

[0080] Drawing 14 is a flow chart which shows the content of the installation condition error data

processing concerned. First, based on the amount ofzoom adjustments and the amount of focal

adjustments in each coordinating point memorized by the amount storing table of adjustments of the

above (table 3), the focal distance of a projector lens 17 and the distance to a projector lens 17 and the

display screen of a display device 10 are found by the operation (step S401).

[0081] As mentioned above, since the amount of zoom adjustments is expressed with the number of

driving pulses, thereby, the amount of actuation of the zoom device 171 by the drive motor 26

understands it. Since the amount of actuation and a focal distance concerned have relation of 1 to 1, the

table or function which shows the relation is stored in the projection condition presetting memory 6 for

every class of zoom lens, and a focal distance F can be easily found with a table or a function concerned.

[0082] On the other hand, since the amount of focal adjustments shows the amount of actuation of the

drive motor 25 for focuses, the movement magnitude from the criteria location of the direction of an

optical axis of a projector lens 17 can be known, and, thereby, the distance to a projector lens 17 and the

screen of a display device 10 can be acquired. The distance from a projector lens 17 to each coordinating

point can be found in a general image formation formula of these values and the optics in a combination

lens. Drawing 15 is drawing for [ which finds this distance ] on the other hand explaining law. In

addition, for convenience, it simplifies as a thing of explanation which becomes with two combination

lenses, the 1st lens 171 by the side of a display device 10, and the 2nd lens 172 by the side of a screen

30, and the projector lens 17 is shown.

[0083] In this drawing, distance dz is the distance between the 1st and 2nd lens 171,172, and can acquire

this value from the above-mentioned amount ofzoom adjustments. That is, distance between lenses in a

zoom criteria location is set to dzO, and it can be found considering the amount of adjustments as

deltadz, then dz=dz0+deltadz. On the other hand, distance df is the distance from a display device 10 to

the 1st lens 171, and can be easily found like [ this ] the above-mentioned distance between lenses by

adding the movement magnitude at the time of the adjustment to the distance in a focal criteria location.

[0084] Now, each focal distance of the 1st and 2nd lens is set to fl and f2, and the relation between F,

then a well-known degree type is materialized in the focal distance of a combination lens.

l/F=(l/fl)+(l/f2)- (dz/(fl, f2)) ..
** - again - from the 1st and 2nd lens - respectively -- the distance

by the 1st principal point 171 1 and the 2nd principal point 1721 - SHI and SH2 - then SHl=(fl> dz)/

(fl+f2-dz) ...
** SH2=(-f2, dz)/(fl+f2-dz) ... It becomes **.

[0085] Here, the image formation formula of S
1

, then the following ** type is materialized in the

distance which met the optical axis by S, the 2nd principal point 1721, and the image point 1722 on a

screen in the distance in alignment with the optical axis of the point 1712 on a display device 10 (object

point), and the 1st principal point 1711.

1/S
!

-1-/S=1/F ... Since it is **S=df+SHl, this is a known value. Moreover, since a focal distance F can

be found by ** type, S
f

can be found if these are substituted for ** type.

[0086] If SH2 is deducted from the value of this S\ since the distance ds from the 2nd lens 172 to the

image point 1722 of a screen can be found, the distance D in alignment with the optical axis from the

object point on a display device 10 to the image point on a screen 30 can be found by adding df and dz

to this, in addition - actual ~ a projector lens 17 - many — although the combination of the two above

lenses will be put further together and each type will be called for since it consists of several lens

groups, the basic principle for finding distance D is as above-mentioned.

[0087] In return and step S402, operation part 4 performs the above distance calculation to drawingJ4

about a coordinating point 1 - a coordinating point 9, and the distance D1-D9 from each display device

10 is found (step S402). And the amount of amendments of projector distance is first calculated with the

value of such distance D1-D9. The average to a central distance D5 or each central distance D1-D9 with

a coordinating point and a difference with the projector distance by which current setting out is carried

out are searched for as an error (step S403).
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[0088] Next, the horizontal amount of inclination amendments is obtained from the difference of the

distance of some things among distance D1-D9 (step S404). Drawing 16 is a mimetic diagram to show
the relative relation to the horizontal direction of a screen 30 and a display device 10. In addition, in

order to give explanation easy, it shall be arranged so that the optical axis of a projector lens 17 and the

screen of a display device 10 may cross at right angles, and coordinating points 1, 3, 7, and 9 shall

correspond to each top-most vertices of a screen 30 here, respectively.

[0089] Here, supposing the distance Dl from a display device 10 to a coordinating point 1 (upper left

corner) and the distance D3 by the coordinating point 3 (upper right corner) come to show drawing 16
,

the horizontal relative inclination theta 1 of a screen 30 and a display device 10, i.e., a horizontal

amendment angle, can be easily found by criteria, then the degree type in a coordinating point 1.

Sinthetal= (D3-Dl)/Lh - here, Lh is a horizontal distance of a screen 30 (refer to drawing 21 ), for

every size of the, it is a known value and the value ofLh corresponding to the size concerned is

beforehand stored in the projection condition presetting memory 6. Since 450 inches is already inputted

with the gestalt of this operation, the screen size is searched and the value ofLh is acquired.

[0090] Although the above theta 1 serves as horizontal angles of lead, since the inclination of the built-

in screen 30 cannot be changed, of course, the horizontal include angle of a projector 100 will be

corrected by the include angle. In addition, to say nothing of the amendment direction of an inclination

changing with positive/negative of (D3-D1), when displaying theta 1 the twice which leans a projector

100 to the left sense by forward and leaning a projector 100 rightward, it distinguishes so that theta 1

may be displayed by negative, and is displayed on the installation position error display screen 51.

[0091] Under the present circumstances, in quest of amendment angle thetal
1

centering on a

coordinating point 1, a horizontal amendment angle, then precision improve the average of theta 1 and

thetal
1

also from a coordinating point 1 and a coordinating point 2 (center of a top chord). Then, the

amendment angle theta 2 of the perpendicular direction centering on a coordinating point 1 is searched

for like an above-mentioned horizontal amendment angle from relation with a coordinating point 7

(lower left corner) (step S405).

[0092] Namely, Sintheta2= (D7-Dl)/Lv (however, Lv the die length of a screen perpendicular

direction.) It asks by refer to drawing 20 . Thus, after searching for the amendment angle of a horizontal

direction and a perpendicular direction, the amount of amendments of the location of horizontal and a

perpendicular direction is computed (steps S406 and S407). As shown in drawing 17 , projection image
150" of a test pattern 150 has the shape of a screen 30 and isomorphism, and after correcting the

installation include angle of a horizontal direction and a perpendicular direction, after the gap has arisen

to the perpendicular direction and the horizontal direction, it should be projected. What is necessary is

just to make the parallel displacement only of delta x then, carry out to vertical deltay and a horizontal

direction so that top-most-vertices 15 IT of the pattern 151 for adjustment and the top-most vertices 31

of a screen 30 may be in agreement.

[0093] This amount of deltax and delta y can be calculated as follows. First, since predetermined zoom
adjustment (dilation ratio), focal adjustment, horizontal-axis ZURASHI, and vertical-axes ZURASHI
were performed on the top-most vertices 1511 of the pattern 151 for adjustment in projection screen 150'

of the test pattern 150 of a basis and it was made in agreement with the top-most vertices 31 of a screen

30, based on each above-mentioned amount of adjustments stored, it can count backward and ask for the

top-most vertices 1511 of the first pattern 151 for adjustment from the location of these top-most

vertices 3 1

.

[0094] Thus, since present top-most-vertices 15 IT was obtained by carrying out include-angle

adjustment to the obtained top-most vertices 151 1 to a location, it can ask for the location of top-most-

vertices 1511' from the positional information of top-most vertices 151 1, the amounts thetal and theta2

of include-angle adjustments, and the corrected projector distance. Since these count progress may be

easily drawn by the information of the usual geometry, detailed explanation here is omitted.

[0095] The amounts deltax and delta y of gaps of the level and the perpendicular direction of top-most-

vertices 151 T of the pattern 151 for adjustment after the angle correction called for as mentioned above

and the top-most vertices 31 of a screen 30 are displayed on the result-of-an-operation display screen 51
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of drawing 1 3 (b) as an amount of amendments of a horizontal position and a vertical position as they

are. In addition, although the pattern image in nine coordinating points was adjusted independently and

the five amounts of amendments, projector distance, a right-and-left inclination, an order inclination, a

horizontal position, and a vertical position, were simultaneously computed from the amount of

adjustments in the gestalt 2 of this operation Since viewing can also perform adjustment of a horizontal

and a vertical position, first Projector distance, a right-and-left inclination, Calculate only the amount of

amendments of an order inclination, display this, and it is made to reinstall by the coordinator. Then, it

is possible to drive the drive motor 23 for vertical-axes ZURASHI and the zoom actuator 24 through the

vertical-axes ZURASHI actuator 19 and the horizontal-axis ZURASHI actuator 20 with remote control

1, and to make it also make the corner of the pattern 151 for adjustment in agreement with the corner of

a screen 30. In addition, even when each amount of adjustments in these high-degree-of-accuracy

adjustments was stored in the projection condition presetting memory 6 and adjustment is out of order in

the future, based on the stored data concerned, it can readjust easily, and is convenient.

[0096] According to the gestalt of this operation, highly precise adjustment is realizable as mentioned

above only by adjusting independently, viewing the projection condition of the pattern in each

coordinating point. Conventionally, the big part of the service manday of a projector can be closed and

simplification large about the desk design of the projection installation conditions of having required the

skillful technique, installation of a projector, and high-degree-of-accuracy adjustment of a projection

lens system, and automation can be attained now.

(Modification) In addition, to say nothing of not being limited to the gestalt of the above-mentioned

implementation, this invention can consider the following modifications.

[0097] ** You may constitute from a gestalt 1 of the above-mentioned implementation although the

projector lens was inputted from displaying the optimal projector lens and checking this by inputting

projection conditions, in addition so that the class of projector lens can be inputted from remote control

1 etc.

** In the gestalt of the above-mentioned implementation, although the case where it was equipped with

a zoom lens was explained, a fixed focus mold lens can be considered the same way. However, since

zoom adjustment cannot be performed in this case, it cannot be overemphasized that the degree of

freedom of adjustment decreases.

[0098] ** It is equipped with one kind of projector lens fixed, and, of course, application of this

invention is possible also about the projector which cannot perform lens exchange. In this case, the

correlation data only about the projector lens concerned are stored in the projection condition presetting

memory 6.

** Although the patterns 151-159 for adjustment were displayed on nine places and the installation

condition error amount was calculated with the gestalt 2 of the above-mentioned implementation based

on the adjustment data of each pattern in order to ensure high-degree-of-accuracy adjustment While a

plane inclination is specified by three points, since it can ask by adjustment of one of one corners, if the

amount of amendments of level and a perpendicular direction can display the pattern for adjustment on

the location applicable to at least three corners of a screen 30, the high-degree-of-accuracy adjustment of

it will be attained.

[0099] With the gestalt of the above-mentioned implementation, since [ a coordinator ] the various

input screens were indicated by onscreen one and tuning is done by dialogic operation, even if it is not

an expert, there is a merit that installation and adjustment can be performed easily. Only irrespective of a

screen, the display of such an input screen prepares the liquid crystal display section in a projector body

or remote control, and may be made to give the same indication as this.

[0100] ** In addition, in order to reinstall a projector 100 as the result of an operation of the installation

condition error in high-degree-of-accuracy adjustment of the gestalt 2 of operation, the cage implement

120 as shown in drawing 18 may be formed. As for this cage implement 120, the 2nd pedestal 122 is

attached in the direction of an optical axis possible [
sliding ] through the slot 1221 and the bolt 1222 to

the 1st pedestal 121. Moreover, the maintenance metallic ornaments 123 are attached in a longitudinal

direction pivotable centering on a bolt 1231, and projector 100 body is further attached in the 2nd
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pedestal 122 pivotable through a bolt 1232 at a cross direction to these maintenance metallic ornaments

123.

[0101] the screw which has the large-sized tongue 1211 is screwed in four corners of the rear face of the

1st pedestal 121 by the screw base 1212, and height is good by the bell-and-spigot condition of this

screw — it is strange and has come. And the amount of inclinations before and behind a projector 100

can be adjusted by doubling an arrow head M2 with the scale 1233 formed in the side face of projector

100 body, and the inclination of right and left of a projector 100 can be exactly adjusted by doubling an

arrow head Ml with the scale 1223 formed in the 2nd pedestal 122. Furthermore, the scale 1213 formed

in the 1st pedestal 121 can adjust now migration of the direction of an optical axis to accuracy.

[0102] ** With the gestalt of the above-mentioned implementation, although the liquid crystal panel of a

transparency mold was shown as an example as a display device 10, since the invention in this

application is in easy-ization of adjustment of projection conditions, if amplification projection can be

carried out using a projector lens, the class of display device will not be limited. For example, the liquid

crystal panel of a reflective mold is sufficient outside a transparency mold, and the minute mirror of a

large number arranged in the shape of a matrix is driven separately, and it does not matter even if it is

DMD (digital micro mirror device) which carries out image display by changing the reflective direction.

Furthermore, it is applicable also to setting out of the projection conditions in the conventional film

projector.

[0103]

[Effect of the Invention] According to this invention, it has the lens driving means which drives a

projector lens, a reception means to receive the input of at least one projection condition, a parameter

decision means to determine the control parameter of a lens driving means based on said received

projection conditions, and the control means that controls said lens driving means based on said

determined control parameter as mentioned above. Since a control parameter is determined

automatically and a lens driving means drives by this according to it according to the projection

conditions received with the reception means, the need that a coordinator carries out troublesome

adjustment manually like before becomes absolutely none, and the quick installation and the adjustment

of a projector of it are attained only by easy alter operation.

[0104] Moreover, if it has a selection means to choose the projector lens which has a property nearest to

the lens property of fulfilling the projection conditions which store the information about the property of

two or more projector lenses in the storage means, and were received based on that information as an

optimal projector lens, and a display means to display the class of this optimal projector lens, it will

become, without a coordinator wavering in selection of a projector lens.

[0105] Furthermore, a reception means to receive the actuation input of a coordinator and the control

means which controls a lens driving means based on said received actuation input, A pattern generating

means to display a predetermined pattern on two or more locations of the screen of the image display

section, Are based on the actuation input made by the coordinator that the image formation condition in

each location of two or more of said patterns on which it was projected by said plane of incidence-ed

should be adjusted. Based on the controlled variable in said control means for every pattern, it has an

operation means to calculate the adjusted value of the installation conditions of a projector body, and a

display means to display this adjusted value. By this Since the adjusted value of the installation

conditions of a projector body can be obtained only by a coordinator adjusting the image formation

condition of each pattern Highly precise installation conditions can be adjusted easily, and while an

unskilled serviceman can also secure final-adjustment level to high degree of accuracy in easy and a

short time, the drastic cutback of installation cost can also be aimed at.

[Translation done.]
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CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The projector characterized by to have the lens driving means which is the projector which projects the

image displayed on the image-display section on a plane of incidence-ed through a projector lens, and drives said

projector lens, a reception means receive the input of at least one projection condition, a parameter decision means

determine the control parameter of a lens driving means based on said received projection conditions, and the

control means that control said lens driving means based on said determined control parameter.

[Claim 2] Said parameter decision means is a projector according to claim 1 characterized by having a storage

means to store the correlation data in which relation with the control parameter for satisfying two or more

projection conditions and each projection conditions is shown, and determining said control parameter based on the

correlation data concerned.

[Claim 3] The lens driving means which is the projector which projects the image possible [ two or more kinds of

projector lenses ] and displayed on the image display section on a plane of incidence-ed through the equipped

projector lens, and drives said projector lens with which it was equipped, At least one projection condition and a

reception means to receive each input of the class of projector lens with which it equips, The projector

characterized by having a parameter decision means to determine the control parameter of a lens driving means

based on said received projection conditions and class of projector lens, and the control means which controls said

lens driving means based on said determined control parameter.

[Claim 4] Said parameter decision means is a projector according to claim 3 characterized by having a storage

means to store the correlation data in which relation with the control parameter for satisfying two or more

projection conditions and each projection conditions is shown, for every class of projector lens, and determining said

control parameter based on the correlation data concerned.

[Claim 5] Said projection conditions are a projector according to claim 1 to 4 characterized by including projector

distance and a projection screen size.

[Claim 6] Said lens driving means is a projector according to claim 1 to 5 characterized by having the magnifying-

power adjustment device and the focal acjjustment device of a projector lens.

[Claim 7] For said lens driving means, said projection conditions are a projector according to claim 1 to 6

characterized by having a perpendicular direction migration means to fluctuate the relative position of the

perpendicular direction of a projector lens and the image display section, including further the information about the

distance of the perpendicular direction of a plane-of-incidence-ed core and the optical axis of a projector lens.

[Claim 8] A reception means to be the projector which projects the image possible [ two or more projector lenses ]

and displayed on the image display section on plane of projection-ed through the equipped projector lens, and to

receive the input of one projection condition at least, It is based on the information about the property of the

projector lens memorized by a storage means to store the information about the property of two or more of said

projector lenses, and said storage means. The projector characterized by having a selection means to choose the

projector lens which has a property nearest to the lens property of fulfilling said received projection conditions as

an optimal projector lens from said two or more projector lenses, and a display means to display the class of said

optimal projector lens.

[Claim 9] While said projection conditions contain projector distance and a projection screen size, the property

information on the projector lens stored in said storage means It is the information about projector distance

required in order to obtain a predetermined projection screen size in each projector lens. Said selection means The
projector according to claim 8 characterized by searching projector distance required in order to obtain said

projection screen size for every projector lens, and the projector distance concerned choosing the thing nearest to

said received projector distance as an optimal projector lens.

[Claim 10] Said display means is a projector according to claim 8 or 9 characterized by displaying projector distance

required in order in addition to the class of said optimal projector lens to use the projector (ens concerned and to

obtain said received projection screen size.

[Claim 11] The lens driving means which is the projector which projects the image displayed on the image display

section on plane of projection-ed through a projector lens, and drives said projector lens, A reception means to

receive the actuation input of a coordinator, and the control means which controls said lens driving means based on

said received actuation input, A pattern generating means to display a predetermined pattern on two or more
locations of the screen of said image display section, Are based on the actuation input made by the coordinator that

the image formation condition in each location of two or more of said patterns on which it was projected by said
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plane of incidence-ed should be adjusted. The projector characterized by having an operation means to calculate

the aojusted value of the installation conditions of a projector body based on the controlled variable in said control

means for every pattern, and a display means to display said calculated aojusted value.

[Claim 12] Said installation conditions are a projector according to claim 11 characterized by including the horizontal

angle of inclination of a projector body, and a vertical angle of inclination.

[Claim 13] The projector according to claim 11 or 12 characterized by including three locations corresponding to at

least 3 corners among four corners of a plane of incidence-ed in two or more locations where said predetermined

pattern is displayed.

[Claim 14] A projector given in either of claims 1-13 characterized by having an input screen-display means to

display the input screen which shows the contents which should be received with said reception means, and the

display screen control means which displays the contents of an input of the coordinator received with said reception

means on said input screen.

[Translation done.]
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the technique which simplifies ac|justment of the projection

conditions of the projector concerned especially about the projector which projects the image formed in the image

display section using a liquid crystal panel etc. through a projector lens.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] In recent years, an image is formed in light valves, such as a liquid crystal panel, and

the so-called light valve type of projector which projects the image concerned on a screen through a projector lens

is spreading. When such a projector was installed in facilities, such as a hole, it was conventionally performed by the

procedure as shown in drawing 19 .

[0003] As shown in this drawing, the installation procedure of the projector concerned can be divided greatly and

can be divided into the phase (steps S501-S504) of a prior desk design, and the phase (steps S505-S510) of system

setting in an installation site. First, in the phase of a desk design, the size (projection size) of the screen which

should be projected by the projector in an installation site is determined (step S501), next outline design of the

distance (projector distance) from the projector lens of the projector concerned to a screen, and the projection

screen on a screen and the relative vertical-position relation of a projector is carried out (step S502).

[0004] Drawing 20 and drawing 21 are the side elevations and top views showing the relative-position relation

between the projection screen on a screen 300, and a projector 200. In drawing 20 , the distance L1 from a screen

300 to the projector lens of a projector 200 shows projector distance, and the distance L2 of the difference of the

mid gear of the perpendicular direction of a screen 300 to the projector lens horizontal line of projector 200 body

shows the relative vertical distance of a projection screen and a projector.

[0005] About the above-mentioned projector distance L1 and a vertical distance L2, a coordinator makes an outline

decision from the tooth space of the installation (room to install) of a projector etc., referring to the specification of

the projector lens group currently prepared for the projectors concerned. Next, one [ suitable ] is chosen from two

or more projector lenses currently prepared for every projector according to the result of the aforementioned

outline design (step S503). Under the present circumstances, the magnifying power of a projector lens and the

existence of a zoom function serve as an important decision ingredient at the time of selection.

[0006] And when the projector lens which has a zoom function is chosen, the zoom scale factor is determined and

the amount of vertical-axes ZURASHI is estimated further. In order that an image may double a vertical projection

location with the location of a screen, from the optical axis of a projector lens, this amount of vertical-axes

ZURASHI is an amount which shifts the location of a light valve to a relative perpendicular direction, and is easily

calculated from the screen called for at the above-mentioned step S502 - the projector relative vertical distance

L2, and magnifying power.

[0007] When this calculated amount of axial ZURASHI exceeds the amount of maximum shaft ZURASHI indicated by

the specification of the projector concerned, a base 250 is set under a projector 200 and insufficient die length is

compensated (step S504). Above, the desk design of the outline based on the specification of a projector is

completed. Next, setting (installation and acjjustment) of the site in the projector system based on the desk design

of said outline is explained.

[0008] First, the location of a projector is determined and installed based on the result of the above-mentioned desk

design (step S505). Under the present circumstances, while doubling with the projector distance computed by the

desk design with a sufficient precision, it is necessary to adjust the relative location of the installation direction of

projector 200 body, and a screen 300 with a sufficient precision. Here, the latter relative location means adjusting so

that the installation direction of projector 200 body may become parallel horizontally to the direction of a normal of

a screen 300 and it may specifically become the design include angle of the proper of a projector specification

perpendicularly.

[0009] After setting up the location of said projector, the actual projection image with which the power source was
supplied to the projector body, and it was projected on the screen is checked. Under the present circumstances,

when reconfirming projector distance by observation attaches importance to engine-performance reservation of

adjustment image quality, it is common (step S506). When it is judged that a defect is in a setup of the location of a

projector by the check of the aforementioned projection image and the observation check of projector distance, it

returns to step S505 and the location of a projector is redone. When it is judged by the check of said projection

image, and reconfirmation of projector distance that he has no problem, it moves to step S507, and when a projector
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lens is a zoom type, adjustment of projector lens magnifying power and the so-called zoom adjustment are

performed, vertical-axes ZURASHI of a projector lens is adjusted continuously (step S508), and the focus of a

projector lens is adjusted further continuously (step S509).

[0010] The aforementioned zoom adjustment vertical-axes ZURASHI adjustment, and focal adjustment need to

perform these adjustments suitably, while a coordinator checks the projection image on a screen, since it is not the

adjustment which became independent completely. That is. it checks with a projection screen again, tuning them

finely, and if not enough, the amount of axial ZURASHI and focal adjustment will be repeated from zoom adjustment

and it will be made to converge on the optimal projection conditions, since the amount of axial ZURASHI and the

amount of focal adjustments will be changed if a zoom dilation ratio is changed and it is necessary to adjust this

further.

[001 1] According to the image quality demand level of a use application, the homogeneous check of the focal engine

performance in a screen size, geometrical distortion, and the whole screen surface is performed about the

aajustment result of a projection screen after the above aajustment termination (step S510). In the phase of a

check of this aajustment result if a problem is still in a projection condition, when it returns to the location of the

projector of step S505 again, and it carries out by having repeated fine tuning of the location of the projector after

it, and readjustment of a projection lens system, consequently it is judged that there is no problem in the image

quality demand level of a use application at step S510, setting (installation and aajustment) of a projector will be

completed.

[0012] By the way, in the latest projector, in order to simplify the adjustment of a projector mentioned above, there

is an example which has made adjustment of a projection lens system electric. The example of a configuration of the

drive system of the projector lens of such a projector is explained using drawing 22 . As shown in this drawing, the

drive system of a projector lens holds perpendicularly the focal mechanical component 211 which is electric and

drives the focal adjustment device of a projector lens 210, the zoom mechanical component 212 which is electric

and drives a zoom aajustment device, and a projector lens 210 movable, and it consists of vertical-axes ZURASHI
mechanical components 214 which are electric and drive the vertical-axes ZURASHI device 213 in which vertical-

axes ZURASHI is performed, and this vertical-axes ZURASHI device 213.

[0013] The control section which controls the drive system of the aforementioned projection lens system is

constituted by the remote control switch (only henceforth "remote control") 201, the remote control signal light

sensing portion 202, the remote control signal decoding circuit 203, a microcomputer 205, and data memory 206.

The case where focal adjustment is carried out by the projection lens system drive system is hereafter made into

an example, and the control action of a projector 200 is explained. A coordinator performs the key stroke of remote

control 201, checking the focal aajustment condition of the image projected on the screen screen. The remote

control control signal according to the key stroke of a coordinator is sent with gestalten, such as an infrared signal,

from remote control 201. and it is inputted into the remote control signal light sensing portion 202 of a projector

body.

[0014] The dispatch signal of gestalten, such as an infrared signal, is changed into an analog electrical signal in the

remote control signal light sensing portion 202. An analog electrical signal is decoded by the digital signal in the

remote control signal decoding circuit 203. and is inputted into a microcomputer 205. In a microcomputer 205, the

focal control signal according to the inputted remote control control information is outputted to the focal

mechanical component 211.

[0015] The focal mechanical component 215 carries out adjustable [ of the focal condition of the projection image

on a screen ] by driving the focal adjustment device of a projector lens 210 according to the focal control signal

received from the microcomputer 205. Checking change of the focal condition on the screen which it is as a result

of actuation of the above, a coordinator performs remote control actuation and, thereby, sets it as the optimal focus

condition. Then, the adjustment data of an optimal focus amendment condition are kept by the data memory 206 of

a non-volatile with the directions from remote control 201.

[0016] When carrying out drive control of the zoom mechanical component 212 and the vertical-axes ZURASHI
mechanical component 214, a series of actuation from remote control 201 and control of a signal are also the same
as that of the case of focal adjustment.

[0017]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, by doubling with the specification of projection conditions and

a projector lens as mentioned above, justification of a projector body, the magnifying power of a projector lens, the

focus, and the method of performing each adjustment of axial ZURASHI in the combination of the visual inspection

on a screen, and manual justification of a projector body and the hand regulation of a projector lens needed to be

optimized repeating repeatedly as mentioned above, and had a technical problem in respect of adjustment time

amount adjustment precision, and regulatory cost. Therefore, also in the phase of a desk design, projection

conditions needed to be set up in a high precision (the range of a several cm error), and this had also taken time

amount
[0018] If each part must be independently adjusted at all while a coordinator checks visually although such a

situation became more convenient than hand control in the place which made the projection lens system the

electric drive, there is no change in the same time and effort being required for convergence to an optimum state. A
commercial-scene demand in recent years is especially made into a background. Big^screen-izing of a projection

screen, a raise in brightness, The demand of high-definition-izing and the long focusing of the projector distance in a

specified use, use non-establishing permanently, etc. is increasing focusing on the large-sized high brightness
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projector. Such a large-sized projector Since weight is large, when anchoring sets in the severe location of

installation conditions, such as head lining of a large hall, easily, it is very difficult to adjust repeatedly as mentioned

above.

[0019] moreover — in said high brightness projector, the option selection of a projector lens fixed focus types and

zoom type [ some kinds of] is common — becoming — **** — a projection lens — things — since projection

conditions differ, it is also the factor which takes time amount further for optimization of the above-mentioned

installation. This invention is made in view of an above-mentioned trouble, and it aims at offering the projector which

can perform the optimal installation and the adjustment to a hole etc. easily especially.

[0020]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to attain the above-mentioned purpose, the projector concerning this

invention is equipped with the lens driving means which drives a projector lens, a reception means to receive the

input of at least one projection condition, a parameter decision means to determine the control parameter of a lens

driving means based on said received projection conditions, and the control means that controls said lens driving

means based on said determined control parameter. Since a control parameter is determined automatically and a

lens driving means drives by this according to it according to the projection conditions received with the reception

means, the need that a coordinator carries out troublesome adjustment manually like before becomes absolutely

none, and the quick installation and the aajustment of it are attained.

[0021] What is necessary is to receive the projector lens with which it equips, and projection conditions, and just to

determine the control parameter suitable for the projector lens concerned, when exchange of two or more projector

lenses is possible to a projector here. Moreover, if it has a selection means to choose the projector lens which has a

property nearest to the lens property of fulfilling the projection conditions which store the information about the

property of two or more projector lenses in the storage means, and were received based on that information as an

optimal projector lens, and a display means to display the class of this optimal projector lens, it will become, without

a coordinator wavering in selection of a projector lens.

[0022] Moreover, a reception means by which the projector concerning this invention receives the actuation input of

a coordinator. The control means which controls a lens driving means based on said received actuation input, A
pattern generating means to display a predetermined pattern on two or more locations of the screen of the image

display section, Are based on the actuation input made by the coordinator that the image formation condition in

each location of two or more of said patterns on which it was projected by said plane of incidence-ed should be

adjusted. Based on the controlled variable in said control means for every pattern, it has an operation means to

calculate the adjusted value of the installation conditions of a projector body, and a display means to display this

ac(justed value. By this A coordinator only adjusts the image formation condition of each pattern, can obtain the

adjusted value of the installation conditions of a projector body, and can aajust highly precise installation conditions

easily.

[0023] Moreover, this invention is equipped with an input screen-display means to display the input screen which

shows the contents which should be received with a reception means, and the display screen control means which

displays the contents of an input of the coordinator received with said reception means on said input screen, and a

coordinator becomes possible [ performing adjustment actuation very easily ] by seeing the contents of the display

screen concerned.

[0024]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, the gestalt of operation of the projector concerning this invention is

explained, referring to a drawing.

(Gestalt 1 of operation)

(1) The block diagram 1 of a projector 100 is a block block diagram of the projector 100 concerning the gestalt 1 of

operation of this invention.

[0025] This projector 100 mainly consists of control-system 100A, image display system 100B, and projection lens

system 100C. Control-system 100A is constituted by the remote control 1 for remote operation, the remote control

signal light sensing portion 2, the remote control signal decoding circuit 3, operation part 4, a microcomputer 5, the

projection condition presetting memory 6, and the lens adjustment data memory 7.

[0026] This projector 100 is constituted so that two or more projector lenses may be exchangeable, and the data

(projector lens correlation data) of projector distance required to project with that magnifying power and the target

projection screen size are stored in the projection condition presetting memory 6 in the map format for two or more
projector lenses of every concerned. Moreover, the lens adjustment data memory 7 is for holding the controlled

variable at the time of adjusting projection lens system 100C (adjustment data).

[0027] If a coordinator sends directions to the body of equipment through remote control 1. it will be received by

the remote control signal light sensing portion 2, and the signal from remote control 1 will be decoded in the remote

control signal decoding circuit 3, and will be sent to a microcomputer 5. A microcomputer 5 controls the contents of

a display of each mechanical component of projection lens system 100C, or the display device 10 of image display

system 100B while making an operation required for operation part 4 perform according to the program stored in the

internal memory with reference to the contents of storage of the projection condition presetting memory 6 or the

lens adjustment data memory 7 based on directions of the received signal. About these detailed contents of control,

it mentions later.

[0028] Image display system 100B The light source 8, a condenser lens 9, a display device 10, and this display

device 10 The video signal inputted from the OSD signal generating circuit 11 for generating the signal composition
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and the display device drive circuit 16 for driving, and the pattern and input screen for adjustment, and making other

images display in piles on a screen (on-screen display), the test pattern generating circuit 12, and the outside It has

A/D converter 13 for reproducing, the frame rate conversion circuit 14, the number conversion circuit 15 of pixels,

etc.

[0029] The electrochromatic display panel of a transparency mold is being used for the display device 10 which is a

light valve with the gestalt of this operation. The circuitry for driving this display device 10 with an external video

signal is well-known, and it is that example that is shown in drawing 1 . Namely, if a video signal is received from an

external terminal, for example, a videocassette recorder, A/D converter 13 will change this into a digital signal, and

wilt send it to the frame rate conversion circuit 14. In the frame rate conversion circuit 14, each synchronous

frequency of a vertical synchronization and a horizontal synchronization is changed so that it may agree in the

number of display pixels of a display device 10. and the video signal concerned is sent out to the number conversion

circuit 15 of pixels. In the number conversion circuit 15 of pixels, after interpolating the data between the pixels of a

video signal or carrying out data infanticide according to the number of pixels of a display device 10, it sends to

signal composition and the display device drive circuit 16. Signal composition and the display device drive circuit 16

drive a display device 10 according to this video signal, and displays an image.

[0030] On the other hand, it is condensed with a condenser lens 9, incidence of the beam of light injected from the

light source 8 is carried out to the image display side of a display device 10, and the transmission image is projected

on a screen 30 through the projector lens 17 of projection lens system 100C. Projection lens system 100C consists

of the vertical-axes ZURASHI mechanical component 19 for driving the drive motor 23 for vertical-axes ZURASHI in

which a projector lens 17 and this projector lens 17 were formed by the vertical and horizontal lens attaching part

18 which it reaches and is held movable in the direction of an optical axis, and this lens attaching part 18, the drive

motor 24 for horizontal-axis ZURASHI, the drive motor 25 for focuses, and the drive motor 26 for zoom,

respectively, the horizontal-axis ZURASHI mechanical component 20, a focal mechanical component 21, and a zoom

mechanical component 22.

[0031] Drawing 2 is a perspective view to show the configuration of the drive in the above-mentioned iens attaching

part 18. The lens attaching part 18 consists of the lens maintenance block 181 with which it is equipped with a

projector lens 17 exchangeable, the block maintenance frame 182 which holds this lens maintenance block 181

movable perpendicularly (Z direction), a movable carriage seat 183 which holds this maintenance frame 182 movable

in the direction of an optical axis (the direction of X), and a fixed plinth 184 which holds this movable carriage seat

183 movable to horizontally (the direction of Y) it intersects perpendicularly with an optical axis further.

[0032] Two rods 1811 and 1812 are set up perpendicularly and these two rods have penetrated possible [ sliding ]

on the top face of the lens maintenance block 181 to the rod attachment component 1821 attached to the block

maintenance frame 182. The inferior-surface-of-tongue side of the lens maintenance block 181 also has same

maintenance structure, and the lens maintenance block 181 is held by these possible [ sliding of a perpendicular

direction (Z direction) ] with a projector lens 17. The block maintenance frame 182 is held possible [ sliding of the

direction of X ] with the rail which is not illustrated at the movable carriage seat 1 83. and is held possible [ sliding of

the direction of Y ] with the rail which similarly does not illustrate the movable carriage seat 183.

[0033] As a driving means to each direction, the drive motor 23 for vertical-axes ZURASHI, the drive motor 24 for

horizontal-axis ZURASHI, and the drive motor 25 for focuses are used, and bolts 231, 241, and 251 are directly

linked with the shaft of those drive motors. Bolts 231, 241, and 251 are screwed in the screwhole prepared in the

candidate for a drive, respectively, and can be moved to the shaft orientations of the bolt concerned according to a

well-known screw delivery operation.

[0034] Moreover, the drive motor 26 for zoom is held by the maintenance metallic ornaments which are not

illustrated at the lens maintenance block 181, by the pinion 261 attached in the driving shaft, it has geared with the

gearing 1 75 for a zoom drive prepared in the peripheral surface of a projector lens 1 7, the movable cylinder part 1 76

is rotated by this, and a zoom drive is performed. In addition, although not illustrated especially, the home-position

sensor which detects that the lens maintenance block 181, the block maintenance frame 182, and the movable

carriage seat 183 are in each criteria location (home position) is formed, and once positioning the movement
magnitude of these members in a criteria location, it is controlled by the rotation of each drive motor.

[0035] Although a stepping motor is used and he is trying to control by the gestalt of this operation with the number

of driving pulses as each drive motor, a motor with a reduction gear and built-in encoder equipment is used, and it

may be made to carry out feedback control by the detection pulse from encoder equipment Although the zoom
drive of a projector lens 17 is controlled similarly, in this case, the mark is given to the peripheral surface of the

movable cylinder part 1 76 of a projector lens 1 7, and it supposes that it is in a criteria location the time of the

photoelectrical sensor (un-illustrating) arranged in the predetermined location detecting this mark, and is controlled

by the rotation of the drive motor 26 for zoom on the basis of this.

[0036] In addition, adjustment of a projector 100 displays the message and selection menu according to an advance

condition of acljustment on a screen 30 by the projector 100 concerned, and can be set up now by dialogic operation

so that it may mention later. A setup by this dialogue formation indicates the menu screen by onscreen one on a

screen, and has become the format which a coordinator chooses the item of a menu screen with remote control 1,

and specifies. Drawing 3_ is ****** which shows the configuration of the manual operation button of this remote

control 1. It has the Arrow carbon button 104 for increasing and decreasing the numeric value which moves cursor

on the menu button 103 for displaying the input carbon button 102 for making the switch group of remote control 1

decide the power button 101 for using projector 100 body as a power source ON, and the contents of an input, and
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a menu screen, and a menu screen as shown In this drawing, or is inputted on an input screen etc.

(2) Install in a hole etc. the projector 100 which has a configuration beyond installation of a projector 100, and the

procedure of adjustment, and explain to a detail below the procedure of adjusting projection Jens system 100C,

based on the flow chart of drawing 4 .

[0037] First, before actually attaching, a coordinator is determined by estimate on the basis of a projection screen

size about the physical relationship of the projector distance from a screen to a projector 100, and the

perpendicular direction of a screen and a projector 100 etc., referring to the sketch of an anchoring location etc.

(step SI 01). These values are for carrying out temporary installation on the spot, and are good at estimate strictly.

In addition, since it constitutes so that it may mention later with the gestalt of this operation and the adjustment in

a site can make it very easy, although the projector lens with which raises above-mentioned each projection

conditions to the precision of several centimeters in the phase of count on this desk in order to make time and

effort of adjustment in a site in the former as easy as possible, and it equips also needed to be specified

beforehand, it is not required up to there.

[0038] And according to the count result on this desk, temporary installation of the projector 100 is carried out in

an installation site (step S102). The lens standard as a projector lens is attached in this phase. And when remote

control 1 is operated, a power source is supplied to a projector 100 (step S103) and a menu button 103 is pushed, a

microcomputer 5 reads the image data of an automatic setting screen from an internal memory, displays it on a

display device 10 through the OSD signal generating circuit 11, and signal composition and a display device drive

circuit 16, and is made to project on a screen 30 (step S104).

[0039] What is necessary is just to carry out focal adjustment suitably so that the focus of a screen may suit by

remote control actuation while a coordinator views the screen on a screen 30 when a projection screen is hard to

see. In addition, in this phase, since the standard lens is still used, it is not necessary to care about the size of an

actual projection screen. As mentioned above, the picture signal which reads the image data of predetermined input

screens, such as the above-mentioned automatic setting screen, from an internal memory, or shows the result of a

predetermined operation is generated, and a microcomputer 5 is only simplified hereafter, saying, "The screen of ..

being displayed (on screen)", and expresses making them project on a screen 30.

[0040] Drawing 5 (a) shows an example of the above-mentioned automatic setting screen. In this automatic setting

screen 41, ON-OFF of automatic projection conditioning and selection of the projection direction are attained. It is

made to move to the location which operates the Arrow carbon button 104 ( drawing 3 ) of remote control 1, and

chooses cursor 42, and by pushing the input carbon button 102, the contents are decided and a microcomputer 5

stores the contents of directions in the lens adjustment data memory 7.

[0041] In addition, "Front" in the projection direction and "Rear" show distinction of whether it projects from the

screen 30 front or to project from screen 30 back, and show distinction of whether "Floor" and "Ceiling" install a

projector 100 in a floor, or for it to be made an upside-down and to attach in head lining, respectively. These setups

determine whether a microcomputer 5 carries out vertical reversal of the image display in a display device 10, or

right-and-left reversal is carried out, and it controls to be projected with the right sense on a screen.

[0042] Now, when "Yes" is chosen by the above-mentioned automatic setting screen 41 about automatic projection

conditioning, it goes into (step S105:Yes) and automatic setting mode, and the projection condition input screen 43

as shown in drawing 5 (b) below is displayed. A projection screen size inputs the screen 30 with which the hole was
equipped per inch here.

[0043] A rough value [ in / in projector distance / the above-mentioned step S1 ] is inputted. A screen vertical

position is the height (L4 of drawing 20 ) from the floor line of the lower limit of a screen 30, and PJ vertical position

is the height (L3 of this drawing 20 ) from the floor line of projector lens 17 core of a projector 100. The actual

measurement in a site is inputted about L3 and L4. In addition, a numerical input is made with the Arrow carbon

button 104 of remote control 1. If an arrow-head carbon button is besides pushed, a numeric value will become
large, and it will become small if an arrow-down carbon button is pushed on the contrary. Moreover, in changing an

input item, it pushes a right arrow or a left arrow carbon button.

[0044] A coordinator pushes the input carbon button 102, after the input of these numeric values is completed.

Then, it considers that a microcomputer 5 is what the corresponding numerical input completed (step SI 07: Yes),

and the next installation condition data processing is performed (step SI 08). This installation condition data

processing is processing which finds the optimal projector distance required in order to choose the optimal projector

lens for the projection conditions set up among the projector lens groups currently prepared for projectors 100 and

to obtain the specified screen size concerned with this lens.

[0045] That is, a microcomputer 5 calculates the optimal lens, projector distance, and the amount of vertical-axes

ZURASHI based on the presetting data of a numeric value and the projection condition presetting memory 6

inputted from the coordinator. The data (projector lens correlation data) of the map format which shows relation

with projector distance required as shown in the next (table 1), in order to obtain a screen size and the screen size

concerned for every class of projector lens are beforehand stored in the projection condition presetting memory 6.

[0046]

[Table 1]
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SIB
MX

TYPE-1
(1.2:1)

TYPE—

2

(3.3:1)

TYPE—

3

(5:1)

TYPE-4
(7:1)

TYPE
(1.5-

«/h
|

-5
3:1)

TYPE—

6

(3~5.3:1)

50 1480 3815 5896 8530 1637 i

2242
j

3176 2096 1 5431

70 2012 5155 7908 11312 4388 3366
|

7603

100 2811 7175 10941 15504 3151 I

3756
J

4665 |

6206 5272 I 10861

120 3347 8525 12968 18305 7419 6542
j
13033

150 4149 10551 16010 22510 9237 8448 I 16292

180 4952 12578 19054 26718 5573
j

6178
|

11056 10354 ' 19550

200 5487 13930 21084 29524 12268 11624
|
21722

250 6827 17311 26161 36541 7692 1

9206
j

15299 14800 1 27153

300 8166 20693 31238 43559 18329 17976
|
32583

350 9505 24075 36317 50579 10720 i

12234
{

21360 21152 1 38014

400 10845 27458 41396 57598 24391 24328
j
43444

450 12185 30841 46475 64619 13748 1 27422 27504 1 48875

500 13525 34223 51554 71639 15261 [ 30452 30680
!
54305

[0047] A microcomputer 5 searches the projector lens correlation data concerned, in projector distance required in

order to obtain the screen size inputted by the input screen of the above-mentioned step S106. is within the limits

of the error (for example, 100mm) which can aajust difference with the inputted projector distance, and chooses the

nearest thing. For example, when the inputted screen size is [ projector distance ] 30m (= 3000mm) in 450 inches, it

asks for difference (the projector distance of the fixed focus lens of the 450 inches column of the screen size of

(Table 1), and 30m), and that from which the difference is set to less than 100mm is searched. In (Table 1), although

30841mm of the projector distance of the projector lens of TYPE2 is the nearest, since there is a difference with

the inputted projector distance no less than 841mm and it exceeds far 100mm of errors in which the above-

mentioned ac(justment is possible, it cannot adopt. Then, with reference to the column of a zoom lens, what has 30m
within the limits of the strange good projector distance is searched next. The projector lens of TYPE-6 is equivalent

to this in (Table 1). In addition, although the value of 100mm of error range in which the above-mentioned

adjustment is possible is beforehand stored in the projection condition presetting memory 6 as range in the cage

implement 120 ( drawing 18 ) of a projector 100 mentioned later which can be adjusted, a coordinator may
constitute it so that it can be set as arbitration. Moreover, although 30 inputtedm of the projector distance which

should be set up must still be sufficient since it carries out adjustable [ of the projector distance for obtaining the

target projection screen size ] continuously within the limits of predetermined in the case of a zoom lens With the

gestalt of this operation, it is stored in the amount table of projector lens adjustments used by projector lens

regulating processing of the below-mentioned step S112 (Table 2), and the value (30004mm) nearest to 30m is set

up as optimal projector distance.

[0048] Next, it asks for the difference delta L of screen - PJ vertical position, i.e., the center of a screen 30, and

the perpendicular direction of the optical axis of a projector lens 1 7. This value can be easily found as deltal_=L4+

(Lv/2)-L3. However, Lv is the die length (refer to drawing 20 ) of the perpendicular direction of a screen. And the

result of an operation obtained as mentioned above is displayed on a screen 30 as the result-of-an-operation

display screen 44 as shown in drawing 6 (step S109).

[0049] After a check of this result of an operation, a coordinator is reinstalled so that projector distance may be

surveyed and the displayed distance concerned may be suited, while exchanging a projector lens for the optimal

projector lens. Moreover, it checks from specification whether it is extent which it can complement with vertical-

axes ZURASHI adjustment, if that is right, it is not necessary to change especially the height of a projector 100 but,

and about vertical difference deltaL, when that is not right, a projector 100 is adjusted so that the difference

concerned may become in tolerance about the height of an installation base.

[0050] Then, although a coordinator performs the input of Yes or No about the acknowledgment indicator of the

conditioning of the result-of^an-operation display screen 44 ( drawing 6 ), a setup of the displayed projector

distance when the height of a projector 100 is changed as mentioned above inputs the projection conditions which

returned to step SI 06 and were newly changed when [ a certain ] a situation was not able to be carried out, and it

repeats the above-mentioned actuation.

[0051] On the other hand, when the purport currently installed as the installation condition at step S11 1 is checked,

it moves to step S112 and projector lens regulating processing is performed. In this projector tens regulating

processing, a microcomputer 5 is the processing which adjusts to the optimal image formation condition according

to the screen size and the projector distance conditions of having inputted the condition of a projector lens 1

7
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through the vertical-axes ZURASHI mechanical component 19, the focal mechanical component 21, and the zoom
mechanical component 22, automatically.

[0052] Drawing 7 is a flow chart which shows the subroutine of this projector lens regulating processing. First, the

amount of ** zoom adjustments, the amount of ** focus adjustments, and the amount of vertical-axes ZURASHI
are acquired from the wearing projector lens by which the check was carried out [ above-mentioned ], projector

distance, and the value of the vertical difference delta L.

[0053] Considering the case where a zoom lens is generally chosen as a projector lens 17, a required dilation ratio is

first called for from the ratio of the size and the screen size of a display device 10, and the required focal distance

of a projector lens 1 7 can be found based on the value of this dilation ratio and projector distance. If a focal

distance can be found, the amount of focal acjjustments will be determined that it will become the location with the

general image formation equation of optics since the distance of the projector lens 17 of the direction of an optical

axis and a display device 10 can be specified.

[0054] However, if it says more strictly, since the distance of a projector lens 17 and a screen 30 will be changed by

focai adjustment, though a projection screen size is also minute, it changes. Therefore, it is more desirable to adjust

a zoom and a focus, giving relevance mutually, with a projection screen size not changed, so that focal aajustment

may be performed. Then, while the projection screen size has been eternal as mentioned above, according to the

property of each projector lens, it asks for the relation between the amount of zoom adjustments for doubling a

focus, and the amount of focal adjustments beforehand, and he is trying to store in the projection condition

presetting memory 6 by making this into the amount table of projector lens adjustments, and to calculate the

amount of zoom adjustments, and the amount of focal adjustments with the gestalt of this operation, referring to

this presetting data. As an example of this amount table of projector lens adjustments, a projection screen size is

450 inches and the next (table 2) is a table showing a table in case the projector lens 17 with which it is equipped is

TYPE-6.
[0055]

[Table 2]

TYPE-6

450

SM(mm)
27504 Pi qi

27604 P2 qz

27704 P3 q3

30004 Pm qm

30104 Pm+1 qm+i

48704 Pn-2 qn-Z

48804 Pn-1 qn-i

48875 Pn qn

[0056] being concerned (Table 2) — it sets, and the amount of zoom adjustments and the amount of focal

adjustments required in order that projector distance may be minced at intervals of 100mm (however, 48804 to

48875mm of the last has fractional spacing of 71mm). may get down from the 27504 shortestmm to the 48875
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longestmm and may obtain a 450 inches projection screen in the case of each projector distance are associated and
stored.

[0057] The amount of zoom adjustments and the amount of focal adjustments show the amount of drives of the

corresponding drive motor with the number of driving pulses from the time of a projector lens 1 7 being In the

location of a home position in each direction. Beforehand, by the simulation by well-known optical count or a well-

known computer, these values are calculated for every class of projector lens, and projection screen size, and are

stored in the amount tabie of projector lens adjustments in the above-mentioned projection condition presetting

memory 6. In addition, such an amount tabie of projector lens adjustments is prepared for every projection screen

size about the projector lens of each zoom mold.

[0058] With the gestalt of this operation, in the above-mentioned step S1 10, since it is set as the projector distance

of 30004mm so that it may become the projection screen size of 450 inches with the projector lens of TYPE-6,
about pm pulse and the amount of focal adjustments, the value of qm pulse can be acquired [ amount / of zoom
adjustments ] from the table concerned, on the other hand, the magnitude of the display screen of a display device

10 should be set to K inches, then dilation ratio M=450 (inch) / K (inch) — since come out and it is — the

difference of the above-mentioned perpendicular direction — the amount delta L/M which **(ed) amount deltaL

with the dilation ratio M — a display device 10 — the optical axis of a projector lens 17 — receiving — the above -

- what is necessary is just to make it move to the direction and opposite direction which have produced difference

[0059] With the gestalt of this operation, since vertical-axes ZURASHI is performed by migration of a projector lens

17, this projector lens 17 calculates the amount of adjustments of the drive motor 23 for vertical-axes ZURASHI
(the number of driving pulses) so that only the above-mentioned delta L/M may move perpendicularly. In addition,

the relation between the number of driving pulses applied to the drive motor 23 for vertical-axes ZURASHI and the

amount of axial ZURASHI is known easily. That is, since the number of driving pulses which needs Rota of a stepping

motor to rotate one time is known, it is easily computable with the pulse number and die length of one pitch of a

bolt 231.

[0060] And based on each control parameter (the number of driving pulses) of the amount of zoom adjustments by

which acquisition was carried out [ above-mentioned ], the amount of focal adjustments, and the amount of

vertical-axes ZURASHI adjustments, the drive motors 26, 25, and 23 which correspond through the zoom
mechanical component 22, the focal mechanical component 21, and the vertical-axes ZURASHI mechanical

component 19, respectively are driven (steps S202-S204X it ends regulating automatically, and a return is carried

out to the flow chart of drawing 4 .

[0061] Thus, although the former had taken much time amount by controlling to make it converge on the optimal

projection conditions while the coordinator viewed the screen of a screen and repeated independently repeatedly

zoom adjustment, focal adjustment, and vertical-axes ZURASHI adjustment, respectively, according to the gestalt of

this operation, it can adjust in an instant and large compaction of adjustment time amount can be realized.

[0062] Moreover, while a coordinator makes easy the design of the projection conditions which were performing the

desk design conventionally by performing bidirectional actuation according the conditions of a projection screen size

and projector distance to an onscreen display from remote control, a drive setup of a projection lens system is also

united, it carries out automatically, and a setup of a projection condition design and a projection lens system can be

automated by easy alter operation. Since it is mainly realizable only by the addition of a program, these are

realizable at cheap cost.

[0063] (Gestalt 2 of operation) The gestalt 1 of above-mentioned operation mainly explained the automatic control

of the amount of zoom adjustments, the amount of focal adjustments, and the amount of vertical-axes ZURASHI
among adjustments of the projector 100 for obtaining the target screen size. By this, the projection image of

coarse-control level will be displayed on a screen 30 within the limits of an installation error. When used for the use

application as which so highly precise a projection condition is not required, for example, commercial presentations,

above-mentioned adjustment is enough, but when a clear image formation condition is required over the whole
screen (for example, when establishing permanently in a hole etc. and showing a Hi-Vision image), still highly precise

adjustment is required.

[0064] With the gestalt 2 of this operation, it is in the condition that adjustment (henceforth a "coarse control") of a
certain amount of projection conditions was already performed by hand control and the above-mentioned automatic

control, and is related with the configuration for performing fine tuning (henceforth "high precision adjustment") of

the installation conditions of a projector 100 for the purpose of obtaining still highly precise display image level. In

addition, in the gestalt 2 of this operation, since the whole projector 100 configuration is completely the same as

drawing 1 , the explanation is omitted and the contents of control in the procedure of high precision adjustment and
control-system 100A are explained below.

[0065] Drawing 8 is a flow chart which shows the procedure of the high precision adjustment including the contents

of control of a microcomputer 5. First, when a coordinator pushes the menu button 103 of remote control 1, a

microcomputer 5 reads the image data of the coarse-control check screen 45 as shown in drawing 9 (a) stored in

the internal memory, and is made to display it on a screen 30 (step S301).

[0066] A coordinator judges and inputs the right or wrong of the projection condition in a coarse control, looking at

this screen. In the case which is not desirable Choose "No" and it is confirmed whether which conditions are

concretely desirable by next inputting the screen location of the right-and-left upper and lower sides to the size

and the screen of a screen size. When the projection condition in the coarse-control level which pushes the input

carbon button 102 is not desirable, it moves to (step S302:Yes) and step S303, and the readjustment directions
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screen 46 as shown in drawing_9 (b) is displayed. While a coordinator views the screen of a screen based on this,

the installation location of a projector 100 is adjusted (step S304). Under the present circumstances, it is

convenient if it is made to display the correction direction of reinstallation on a screen 30 corresponding to the

contents inputted by drawing 9 (a). For example, when a screen size is small, it makes it display, "To lower a little

installation location back/'

[0067] A coordinator inputs whether it is the no it was satisfied with adjustment on the level of a coarse control of

no with reinstallation with the screen of "reinstallation O.K.?" of drawings? (b), and when not satisfied, it returns to

step S301 once again, the check screen of a coarse-control condition is displayed, and it rechecks [ being /

S305:No / (step), where / of a projection condition / is bad, and ] it [ it ] When the input of the satisfied purport is

carried out, (step S305:Yes) and the high precision adjustment selection screen 47 as shown below at drawing_9 (c)

are displayed (step S306).

[0068] In addition, it faces performing high precision adjustment, and since the above-mentioned step S301 to the

step S305 is for only checking the installation condition in coarse-control level, it may be skipped. Here, when asking

for still highly precise display image level, a coordinator is the key stroke of remote control 1, and chooses the high

precision mode (step S307: Yes).

[0069] Then, a microcomputer 5 generates the test pattern 150 as shown in drawing 10 by the test pattern

generating circuit 12, and is displayed on a screen. At this time, the amount input screen 50 of adjustments as

doubled and shown in drawing 1

3

(a) is displayed on the location which seldom laps with the test pattern concerned.

As shown in drawing 10 , a test pattern 150 consists of patterns 151-159 for adjustment arranged in the location of

a total of nine points of four corners of a rectangle field, the center of this field, and the center of each side (the

point by which a projection condition should be adjusted with each patterns 151-159 for adjustment will be

hereafter called a coordinating point 1, a coordinating point 2 a coordinating point 9 sequentially from the upper

left).

[0070] And based on each projection condition of each of these patterns 151-159 for adjustment, high precision

adjustment is performed as follows. That is, when the installation direction of the projector 100 to a screen 30 does

not have right relative relation as it is based on specification, some distortion has arisen rather than the ideal

condition, and an actual projection screen cannot fully double a focus to all the corners of a screen, either. Drawing

1

1

is drawing showing such a projection condition. In addition, distortion of the projection image after [ expedient ]

explaining is exaggerated considerably, and this drawing shows it. Moreover, the patterns 151-159 for aajustment

are also omitted, and it is expressing only as the profile.

[0071] It did not understand how many installation conditions since it is adjusted by extent which the flash condition

from distortion or a screen seldom already understands in the phase of a coarse control although having turned to

the upper right a little than an inclination with a projector 100 ideal in the state of projection of a test pattern 150

like drawing 1

1

can distinguish once, I could actually adjust in any direction, but time and effort great to this fine

tuning in the former was required.

[0072] It enables it to perform these amounts of adjustments easily through the following processes in the gestalt of

this operation. Namely, a coordinator views the projection condition of these patterns 151-159 for adjustment, and

performs optimum coordination for every coordinating point according to the amount input screen 50 of adjustments

of drawing 13 (a) by which it is indicated by onscreen one (step S309).

[0073] Choosing a coordinating point 1 by remote control actuation on the amount input screen 50 of adjustments,

and viewing the pattern 151 for adjustment on a screen 30 first, as shown in drawing 12 , the upper left corner of

this pattern 151 for aajustment doubles the upper left corner of a screen 30, and a coordinator adjusts a focus, a

zoom, and a perpendicular and horizontal location by remote control actuation so that each top-most vertices 1511

and 31 may be in agreement.

[0074] First, in the case of a projection condition [ like drawing 1

1

] whose test pattern 1 50 is, after making a

dilation ratio small by zoom adjustment, a focus is doubled about the pattern 151 for adjustment, and it adjusts it so

that the surface and left part of the pattern 151 for adjustment concerned may next be in agreement with it of a

screen 30 and a shaft may be shifted perpendicularly and horizontally. Thus, information with which each previous

amount of adjustments is related when the aajustment about the pattern 151 for adjustment is completed and a

coordinator directs a datastore by actuation from remote control 1 (henceforth "the amount data of adjustments")

In addition, this amount data of adjustments is stored as an amount of adjustments from the criteria location in the

drive of each direction (the number of driving pulses). It is stored in the amount storing table of adjustments as

shown in the next table 3 which was related with the coordinating point 1 and prepared in the lens adjustment data

memory 7 (step S309).

[0075]

[Table 3]
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{rim (A* AX)

1 Apzl Apfl Apvl A phi

2 Apz2 Apf2 Apv2 i
Aph2

3 Apz3 Apf3 Apv3 Aph3

4 Apz4 Apf4 Apv4 Aph4

5 Apz5 ApfS Apv5 Aph5

6 Apz6 Apf6 Apv6 Aph6

7 Apz7 Apf7 Apv7 Aph7

8 Apz8 Apf8 Apv8 Aph8

9 Apz9 Apf9 Apv9 Aph9

[0076] After performing the above adjustment actuation about the coordinating point 2 or subsequent ones one by

one and completing adjustment about all coordinating points (step S310: Yes), based on the data stored in the

amount storing table of adjustments by these processings, the error (installation error) of the installation condition

of the current projector 100 and an ideal installation condition is calculated (step S311). In addition, although it is

desirable to make it adjust about the adjustment patterns 151, 153, 157, and 159 located in four corners until it

makes it in agreement with the corner of a screen 30 as mentioned above, what is necessary is just to make only

one corresponding side in agreement about the patterns 152, 154, 156, and 158 for adjustment of the center of each

side, and it is good in the amount of adjustments of only a focus about the central pattern 155 for adjustment.

[0077] Calculating at step S3 11 inclines projector distance, a right-and-left inclination (horizontal inclination), and

approximately (vertical inclination), and they are five kinds of adjusted values of a horizontal position and a vertical

position, and mentions later about the detail of the contents of an operation. And it is made to display on a screen

30 in step S312 with the result-of-an-operation display screen 51 as shows the above-mentioned result of an

operation to drawing 13 (b).

[0078] A coordinator tunes the installation condition of the current projector 100 finely, looking at this display (step

S313). This fine tuning is completed, a coordinator views the screen of the test pattern 150 on a screen, high

precision adjustment is checked, if it is satisfactory, in the above-mentioned installation position error display

screen 51, "high-degree-of-accuracy adjustment continuation No" will be inputted from remote control 1, and this

will end high precision adjustment.

[0079] On the contrary, when the need for high precision adjustment is sensed further, "high-degree-of-accuracy

adjustment continuation Yes" is inputted from remote control 1, and it returns to step S308, and repeats from the

amount input of adjustments by the patterns 151-159 for adjustment. Next, installation condition error data

processing of step S31 1 in the flow chart of above-mentioned drawing 8 is explained.

[0080] Drawing 14 is a flow chart which shows the contents of the installation condition error data processing

concerned. First, based on the amount of zoom adjustments and the amount of focal adjustments in each

coordinating point memorized by the amount storing table of adjustments of the above (Table 3), the focal distance

of a projector lens 17 and the distance to a projector lens 17 and the display screen of a display device 10 are

found by the operation (step S401).

[0081] As mentioned above, since the amount of zoom adjustments is expressed with the number of driving pulses,

thereby, the amount of drives of the zoom device 171 by the drive motor 26 understands it Since the amount of

drives and a focal distance concerned have relation of 1 to 1, the table or function which shows the relation is

stored in the projection condition presetting memory 6 for every class of zoom lens, and a focal distance F can be

easily found with a table or a function concerned.

[0082] On the other hand, since the amount of focal adjustments shows the amount of drives of the drive motor 25

for focuses, the movement magnitude from the criteria location of the direction of an optical axis of a projector lens

17 can be known, and, thereby, the distance to a projector lens 17 and the screen of a display device 10 can be

acquired. The distance from a projector lens 17 to each coordinating point can be found in a general image

formation formula of these values and the optics in a combination lens. Drawing 15 is drawing for [ which finds this

distance ] on the other hand explaining law. In addition, for convenience, it simplifies as a thing of explanation which

becomes with two combination lenses, the 1st tens 171 by the side of a display device 10, and the 2nd lens 172 by

the side of a screen 30, and the projector lens 1 7 is shown.

[0083] In this drawing, distance dz is the distance between the 1st and 2nd lens 171,172. and can acquire this value

from the above-mentioned amount of zoom adjustments. That is, distance between lenses in a zoom criteria

location is set to dzO, and it can be found considering the amount of adjustments as deltadz, then dz=dz0+deltadz.

On the other hand, distance df is the distance from a display device 10 to the 1st lens 171, and can be easily found

like [ this ] the above-mentioned distance between lenses by adding the movement magnitude at the time of the

adjustment to the distance in a focal criteria location.

[0084] Now, each focal distance of the 1st and 2nd lens is set to f1 and f2, and the relation between F, then a well-

known degree type is materialized in the focal distance of a combination lens.
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l/F={1/flMl/f2;- (dz/Cfl , f2)) ** — again — from the 1st and 2nd lens — respectively — the distance by the

1st principal point 1711 and the 2nd principal point 1721 — SHI and SH2 — then SHl=(f1, dz)/(ft+f2-dz) ... **

SH2-C~f2, dz)/(fl+f2-dz) ... It becomes **.

[0085] Here, the image formation formula of S\ then the following ** type is materialized in the distance which met
the optical axis by S, the 2nd principal point 1 721 . and the image point 1722 on a screen in the distance in alignment

with the optical axis of the point 1712 on a display device 10 (object point), and the 1st principal point 1711.

1/S'-1-/S=1/F ... Since it is **S=df*-SH1, this is a known vaiue. Moreover, since a focal distance F can be found by
** type, S* can be found if these are substituted for ** type.

[0086] If SH2 is deducted from the value of this S\ since the distance ds from the 2nd lens 1 72 to the image point

1722 of a screen can be found, the distance D in alignment with the optical axis from the object point on a display

device 10 to the image point on a screen 30 can be found by adding df and dz to this, in addition — actual — a

projector lens 17 — many — although the combination of the two above lenses will be put further together and

each type will be called for since it consists of several lens groups, the basic principle for finding distance D is as

above-mentioned.

[0087] In return and step S402, operation part 4 performs the above distance calculation to dra_w]ngJ4 about a

coordinating point 1 - a coordinating point 9, and the distance D1-D9 from each display device 10 is found (step

S402). And the amount of amendments of projector distance is first calculated with the value of such distance D1-
D9. The average to a central distance D5 or each central distance D1-D9 with a coordinating point and a difference

with the projector distance by which a current setup is carried out are searched for as an error (step S403).

[0088] Next, the horizontal amount of inclination amendments is obtained from the difference of the distance of

some things among distance D1-D9 (step S404). Drawing 16 is a mimetic diagram to show the relative relation to

the horizontal direction of a screen 30 and a display device 10. In addition, in order to give explanation easy, it shall

be arranged so that the optical axis of a projector lens 17 and the screen of a display device 10 may cross at right

angles, and coordinating points 1, 3, 7, and 9 shall correspond to each top-most vertices of a screen 30 here,

respectively.

[0089] supposing the distance D1 from a display device 10 to a coordinating point 1 (upper left corner) and the

distance D3 by the coordinating point 3 (upper right corner) come to show drawing 16 here — a screen 30 and a

display device 10 — horizontal — relative — it inclines, namely, the horizontal amendment angle theta 1 can be

easily found by criteria, then the degree type in a coordinating point 1.

Sintheta1= (D3-D1)/Lh — here, Lh is a horizontal distance of a screen 30 (refer to drawing 21 ), for every size of

the, it is a known value and the value of Lh corresponding to the size concerned is beforehand stored in the

projection condition presetting memory 6. Since 450 inches is already inputted with the gestalt of this operation, the

screen size is searched and the value of Lh is acquired.

[0090] Although the above theta 1 serves as horizontal angles of lead, since the inclination of the built-in screen 30

cannot be changed, of course, the horizontal include angle of a projector 100 will be corrected by the include angle.

In addition, to say nothing of the amendment direction of an inclination changing with positive/negative of (D3-D1),

when displaying theta 1 the twice which leans a projector 100 leftward by forward and leaning a projector 100

rightward, it distinguishes so that theta 1 may be displayed by negative, and is displayed on the installation position

error display screen 51.

[0091] Under the present circumstances, in quest of amendment angle thetaV centering on a coordinating point 1, a

horizontal amendment angle, then precision improve the average of theta 1 and thetaV also from a coordinating

point 1 and a coordinating point 2 (center of the surface). Then, the amendment angle theta 2 of the perpendicular

direction centering on a coordinating point 1 is searched for like an above-mentioned horizontal amendment angle

from relation with a coordinating point 7 (lower left corner) (step S405).

[0092] Namely, Sintheta2= (D7-D1)/Lv (however. Lv the die length of a screen perpendicular direction.) It asks by
refer to drawing 20 . Thus, after searching for the amendment angle of a horizontal direction and a perpendicular

direction, the amount of amendments of the location of horizontal and a perpendicular direction is computed (steps

S406 and S407). As shown in drawing 1

7

. projection image 150" of a test pattern 150 has the shape of a screen 30
and isomorphism, and after correcting the installation include angle of a horizontal direction and a perpendicular

direction, after the gap has arisen to the perpendicular direction and the horizontal direction, it should be projected.

What is necessary is just to make the parallel displacement only of delta x then, carry out to vertical dettay and a

horizontal direction so that top-most-vertices 151V of the pattern 151 for adjustment and the top-most vertices

31 of a screen 30 may be in agreement.

[0093] This amount of deltax and delta y can be calculated as follows. First, since predetermined zoom adjustment
(dilation ratio), focal ac(justment, horizontal-axis ZURASHI, and vertical-axes ZURASHI were performed on the top-
most vertices 1511 of the pattern 151 for adjustment in projection screen 150' of the test pattern 150 of a basis

and it was made in agreement with the top-most vertices 31 of a screen 30, based on each above-mentioned
amount of adjustments stored, it can count backward and ask for the top-most vertices 151 1 of the first pattern

151 for aojustment from the location of these top-most vertices 31.

[0094] Thus, since present top-most-vertices 151 V was obtained by carrying out include-angle adjustment to the

obtained top-most vertices 1511 to a location, it can ask for the location of top-most-vertices 151V from the

positional information of top-most vertices 1511, the amounts thetal and theta2 of include-angle acjjustments, and
the corrected projector distance. Since these count progress may be easily drawn by the knowledge of the usual

geometry, detailed explanation here is omitted.
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[0095] The amounts deltax and delta y of gaps of the level and the perpendicular direction of top-most-vertices
151 V of the pattern 151 for adjustment after the angle correction called for as mentioned above and the top-most
vertices 31 of a screen 30 are displayed on the result-of-an-operation display screen 51 of drawing 13 (b) as an

amount of amendments of a horizontal position and a vertical position as they are. In addition, although the pattern

image in nine coordinating points was adjusted independently, it inclined from the amount of adjustments in the

gestalt 2 of this operation projector distance, a right-and-left inclination, and approximately and the five amounts of

amendments of a horizontal position and a vertical position were computed to coincidence Since viewing can also

perform adjustment of a horizontal and a vertical position, first Projector distance, a right-and-left inclination.

Calculate only the amount of amendments of an order inclination, display this, and it is made to reinstall by the

coordinator. Then, it is possible to drive the drive motor 23 for vertical-axes ZURASHI and the zoom mechanical

component 24 through the vertical-axes ZURASHI mechanical component 19 and the horizontal-ax is ZURASHI
mechanical component 20 with remote control l f and to make it also make the corner of the pattern 151 for

adjustment in agreement with the corner of a screen 30. In addition, even when each amount of adjustments in

these high precision adjustments was stored in the projection condition presetting memory 6 and adjustment is out

of order in the future, based on the stored data concerned, it can readjust easily, and is convenient

[0096] According to the gestalt of this operation, highly precise adjustment is realizable as mentioned above only by

adjusting independently, viewing the projection condition of the pattern in each coordinating point. Conventionally,

the big part of the service man day of a projector can be closed, and simplification large about the desk design of

the projection installation conditions of having required the skillful technique, installation of a projector, and high

precision adjustment of a projection lens system, and automation can be attained now.

(Modification) In addition, to say nothing of not being limited to the gestalt of the above-mentioned implementation,

this invention can consider the following modifications.

[0097] ** You may constitute from a gestalt 1 of the above-mentioned implementation although the projector lens

was inputted from displaying the optimal projector lens and checking this by inputting projection conditions, in

addition so that the class of projector lens can be inputted from remote control 1 etc.

** In the gestalt of the above-mentioned implementation, although the case where it was equipped with a zoom lens

was explained, a fixed focus mold lens can be considered the same way. However, since zoom adjustment cannot be

performed in this case, it cannot be overemphasized that the degree of freedom of adjustment decreases.

[0098] ** It is equipped with one kind of projector lens fixed, and, of course, application of this invention is possible

also about the projector which cannot perform lens exchange. In this case, the correlation data only about the

projector lens concerned are stored in the projection condition presetting memory 6.

** Although the patterns 151-159 for adjustment were displayed on nine places and the installation condition error

amount was calculated with the gestalt 2 of the above-mentioned implementation based on the adjustment data of

each pattern in order to ensure high precision adjustment While a plane inclination is specified by three points, since

it can ask by adjustment of one of one corners, if the amount of amendments of level and a perpendicular direction

can display the pattern for adjustment on the location applicable to at least three corners of a screen 30, the high

precision adjustment of it will be attained.

[0099] ** With the gestalt of the above-mentioned implementation, since [ a coordinator ] the various input screens

were indicated by onscreen one and tuning is done by dialogic operation, even if it is not an expert, there is a merit

that installation and adjustment can be performed easily. Only irrespective of a screen, the display of such an input

screen prepares the liquid crystal display section in a projector body or remote control, and may be made to give

the same indication as this.

[0100] ** In addition, in order to reinstall a projector 100 as the result of an operation of the installation condition

error in high precision adjustment of the gestalt 2 of operation, the cage implement 120 as shown in drawing 18 may
be formed. As for this cage implement 120, the 2nd pedestal 122 is attached in the direction of an optical axis

possible [ sliding ] through the slot 1221 and the bolt 1222 to the 1st pedestal 121. Moreover, the maintenance
metallic ornaments 123 are attached in a longitudinal direction pivotable centering on a bolt 1231, and projector 100
body is further attached in the 2nd pedestal 122 pivotable through a bolt 1232 at a cross direction to these

maintenance metallic ornaments 123.

[0101] the screw which has the large-sized tongue 1211 is screwed in four corners of the rear face of the 1st

pedestal 121 by the screw base 1212, and height is good by the bell-and-spigot condition of this screw — it is

strange and has come. And the amount of inclinations before and behind a projector 100 can be adjusted by doubling

an arrow head M2 with the scale 1233 formed in the side face of projector 100 body, and the inclination of right and
left of a projector 100 can be exactly adjusted by doubling an arrow head Ml with the scale 1223 formed in the 2nd
pedestal 122. Furthermore, the scale 1213 formed in the 1st pedestal 121 can adjust now migration of the direction

of an optical axis correctly.

[0102] ** With the gestalt of the above-mentioned implementation, although the liquid crystal panel of a

transparency mold was shown as an example as a display device 10, since the invention in this application is in

easy-ization of adjustment of projection conditions, if expansion projection can be carried out using a projector lens,

the class of display device will not be limited. For example, the liquid crystal panel of a reflective mold is sufficient

outside a transparency mold, and the minute mirror of a large number arranged in the shape of a matrix is driven

separately, and it does not matter even if it is DMD (digital micro mirror device) which carries out image display by
changing the reflective direction. Furthermore, it is applicable also to a setup of the projection conditions in the

conventional film projector.
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[0103]

[Effect of the Invention] According to this invention, it has the lens driving means which drives a projector lens, a

reception means to receive the input of at least one projection condition, a parameter decision means to determine

the control parameter of a lens driving means based on said received projection conditions, and the control means

that controls said lens driving means based on said determined control parameter as mentioned above. Since a

control parameter is determined automatically and a lens driving means drives by this according to it according to

the projection conditions received with the reception means, the need that a coordinator carries out troublesome

adjustment manually like before becomes absolutely none, and the quick installation and the adjustment of a

projector of it are attained only by easy alter operation.

[0104] Moreover, if it has a selection means to choose the projector lens which has a property nearest to the lens

property of fulfilling the projection conditions which store the information about the property of two or more

projector lenses in the storage means, and were received based on that information as an optimal projector lens,

and a display means to display the class of this optimal projector lens, it will become, without a coordinator wavering

in selection of a projector lens.

[0105] Furthermore, a reception means to receive the actuation input of a coordinator and the control means which

controls a iens driving means based on said received actuation input, A pattern generating means to display a

predetermined pattern on two or more locations of the screen of the image display section, Are based on the

actuation input made by the coordinator that the image formation condition in each location of two or more of said

patterns on which it was projected by said plane of incidence-ed should be adjusted. Based on the controlled

variable in said control means for every pattern, it has an operation means to calculate the aajusted value of the

installation conditions of a projector body, and a display means to display this adjusted value. By this Since the

adjusted value of the installation conditions of a projector body can be obtained only by a coordinator adjusting the

image formation condition of each pattern Highly precise installation conditions can be adjusted easily, and while an

unskilled serviceman can also secure final-adjustment level easily with high precision in a short time, drastic

reduction of installation cost can also be aimed at.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPG and NCI PI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1} It is the block block diagram of the projector equipment in the gestalt 1 of operation of this invention.

[Drawing 21 It is drawing showing the configuration of the drive of the projector lens in the above-mentioned

projector.

LQrawmgL?! It is drawing showing the example of arrangement of the input carbon button of remote control of a

projector.

[Drawing 4] It is the flow chart which shows the procedure of the projector installation and adjustment in the gestalt

1 of operation.

[Drawing 5] It is the screen for an input displayed on a screen, and is drawing in which (a) shows an automatic

setting screen and (b) shows a projection condition input screen, respectively.

[Drawing 6] It is drawing showing the result-of-an-operation display screen which displays the contents of the

projection conditions calculated in the projector 100 interior.

[Drawing 7] It is the flow chart which shows the contents of the projector lens regulating processing in step S1 12 of

the flow chart of drawing 4 .

[Drawing 8] It is the flow chart which shows the procedure of high precision adjustment of the projector installation

condition in the gestalt 2 of operation of this invention.

[Drawing 9] It is the screen for an input displayed on a screen in the gestalt 2 of operation, and (a) is drawing in

which a coarse-control check screen and (b) show a readjustment directions screen, and (c) shows a high precision

adjustment selection screen, respectively.

[Drawing 10] It is drawing showing an example of the test pattern displayed in the gestalt 2 of operation for high

precision acljustment.

[Drawing 11] It is drawing showing a condition when the location of the projection screen of the above-mentioned

test pattern and the location of a screen are inharmonious.

[Drawing 12] It is drawing showing the condition when doubling the projection location of the pattern for adjustment

of a left corner with the corner to which a screen corresponds.

[Draw ing 13] The amount input screen of adjustments for (a) to input each amount of adjustments of a projector

lens, while a coordinator views a screen about each pattern for adjustment and (b) are drawings showing the result-

of-an-operation display screen in which the result of an operation of the error of the projector installation location

obtained by the above-mentioned input is shown, respectively.

[Drawing 14] It is the flow chart which shows the contents of installation condition error data processing of step

S31 1 in the flow chart of drawing 8 .

[Drawing 15] In order to explain the contents of the above-mentioned error data processing, they are a display

device, a projector lens, and drawing showing physical relationship with a screen.

[Draw ing 1 6] It is an explanatory view for asking for the relative inclination in the horizontal direction of a display

device and a screen.

[Drawing 1 7] It is drawing showing the example of the physical relationship of the projection image of a test pattern

after the relative inclination of a display device and a screen was amended, and a screen.

[Drawing 1 8] It is drawing showing an example of a cage implement which holds a projector so that adjustment of

the inclination of order and right and left may be possible.

[Drawing 19] It is the explanatory view showing the procedure of a projection condition design, installation, and

adjustment of the conventional projector.

[Drawing 20] It is drawing showing the physical relationship in the perpendicular direction of a projector and a

screen.

[Drawing 21] It is drawing showing the physical relationship in the horizontal direction of a projector and a screen.

[Drawing 22] It is the block diagram showing the configuration of drive control of the projector lens of the

conventional projector.

[Description of Notations]

1 Remote Control

2 Remote Control Signal Light Sensing Portion

3 Remote Control Signal Decoding Circuit

4 Operation Part

5 Microcomputer
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6 Projection Condition Presetting Memory
7 Lens Adjustment Data Memory
8 Light Source

9 Fiux of Light Condenser Lens

10 Display Device

11 OSD Signal Generating Circuit

12 Test Pattern Generating Circuit

13 A/D Converter

14 Frame Rate Conversion Circuit

15 The Number Conversion Circuit of Pixels

16 Signal Composition and Display Device Drive Circuit

1 7 Projector Lens

18 Lens Attaching Part

19 Vertical-Axes ZURASHI Mechanical Component
20 Horizontal-Axis ZURASHI Mechanical Component
21 Focal Mechanical Component
22 Zoom Mechanical Component
100 Projector

100A Control system
100B Image display system
100C Projection lens system

[Translation done.]
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n^— 1 0 3 , Mffi-b"eX7— y/i-§r^ib

(2) -fv*J=.9 9 1 0 O^W^i^Pfico^jfl
20 JEAi^^Sr^-TS^n^^^ l 0 0Sr^-/vft^Sr

iILT, ait^V-XSRl 0 0CSrW*i-5¥l[HS:, HI

[0 0 3 7] Si\ |gB5Kft5ftit5ttr^-iH*#36S, St

r^Sttsggl, y-yi/p^^^ i o oogffl:

ioi). ^*tb<offi#, a»-efiKB-r5fc*

h/vo»S*-ciS«>, S*i-5S#t^^Xt,^^#?gi-

»-eow»ds««>tt§^ -e# 5 x o \zm$l ur v^

[0 0 3 8] *c LT, r«?tt±!cjaJt5th^S*!-fiE

v\ -7**szxl$9 l 0 0Sr-iSa^!w{R*Kffli-5 (^x
•7/S10 2) o r<^a»-Ctt, Sttl/^Xi Lttp
W&^>-XdSffi9f+lt 5>ixTV^5o ^UT, y^e^>-i

40 ^WLT^^x^ 1 0 OJ-'iSaSSriaAUT (^^
y^S103) , ^n^.-7K^^ 1 0 3 Srffl-ri, ^-f

ISf-^^aiLT, OSDU^HBl 1, U
-g-^ *

:M^m+mm\B\%& 1 6 §r^>lt^t i o :c

3c>j<L, y-^3 0±!rSSJ$-&3 Ur^Sl
04) G

[0 0 3 9] tu t&ttMffi^>Li-< ^t^:±,
*5^^ y->-3 oiicoiiiffi^FiSiL^^b y ^e^v^i^



*#BB20Q0 -H16Q1 .P^QQD H1BG1A;

(T)
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[0 0 4 0] M5 (a) :t _hJ2Siii£S:/gWffico—MS:

*-t-t><D-es>s. roafta^Hiffi4 lie;*, aasM
^ttl^ON • OF F <hSW^^](50il^^^l-^o io

Tl/^5 n y 1 <DT n—7^^> 1 0 4 U«]3) S:^-

$ v n \£z2.—# 5 {l-t^Ji^rtSS: uv-X^&x

[0 04 1] 4*5, iftfit*lRli-*5tt5 TF r on tj

^LT4o<9. r F I o o r J rce i 1 i ngj It 71

©

9

H tf 3 frV> KS'J^LTi/^o rtib ©"33! Jfe*fl=

[0 0 4 2] St, ±ffia!&MJ£mffi4 ifcJzO.

(^fi/^S 1 0 5 : Y e s) , 68)38!J£*" Ki-A

9, fttcBI5 (b) ic^-TJ; 5ft»St*ff=A^Bffi4 3

[0 0 4 3] S&fESKlt JLSd^-y^'S 1 :-*5:t<3l8t

33W*3A/ji**i3o iilffiSBtfefft't ^^y->3ocD
^^mig^^^iuJS (120OL4) -e&9, PJS
mfcm±. 7** 9 1 0 OCD&Jftl^Xl 7 *
i£ffif3&»P?£>?3£ (ilt*l2 OCOL 3) tfeSn L3 S L4

[0044] IStlt r ix&oSfKOA*^«*T-rs

It Uf^S 1 0 7 : Ye s) % }k<DWLWi$kWr&&

[0 0 4 5] -^^n^e0^-^ 5ft -p

SE#*^oA**^fc&fistast*<t^y"fey h^^ey

^ey6^it (^1) i^^-TJ: b \z > fiSti'VX©

EtemtmmtvM&*^-*v7&#i<o?s-* (sit

[004 6]

HI®

TYPE-

1

(1.2:1)

TYPE-

2

(3.3:1)

TYPE—

3

(5:1)

TYPE-4
(7:1)

TYPE-5
(1.5~3:1)

TYPE—

6

(3~5.3:l)

50 1480 3815 5896 8530 1637 3176 2096 1 5431

70 2012 5155 7908 11312 2242 4388 3366 7603

100 2811 7175 10941 15504 3151 6206 5272 10861

120 3347 8525 12968 18305 3756 7419 6542 13033

150 4149 10551 16010 22510 4665 1 9237 8448 16292

180 4952 12578 19054 26718 5573
|

11056 10354
j

19550

200 5487 13930 21084 29524 6178 1 12268 11624
1
21722

250 6827 17311 26161 36541 7692 1 15299 14800 1 27153

300 8166 20693 31238 43559 9206 | 18329 17976
1
32583

350 9505 24075 36317 50579 10720 1 21360 21152 1 38014

400 10845 27458 41396 57598 12234
J

24391 24328
|
43444

450 12185 30841 46475 64619 13748 1 27422 27504 1 48875

500 13525 34223 51554 71639 15261 ! 30452 30680 ! 54305
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[0 0 4 7] -v>T^n^>^-— ^ 5;t, yl$~k}&l'>

Xffl!a<r— U .U^'ry^S 1 0 6<DA£}m

SSig 10 0mm) (Dfflfttfcot-fa^

0>f >^-CStflEEffi*s 3 0m (=3 0 0 Omm) (D#}-&

\z\t, mi) <DwmD--{ x<©4 5 o-r >^«icoh^

SSasi 0 0mmJKrti:ft5t>^Srfi|^-r3 o (3c 1 ) T?

TYPE 2CD&Mu>XCO&M£B^ 3 0 8 4 1m
ma5-Si£l^, AfiUt&MWMh<Dm>8 4 1mm
t>fooT, ±fSMS"SIfg^^l 0 Omm&M^
i5f^SfflL^i/\ ^r.T% X-i^UVXO

*>5t>«)Sr»5i?i"So (*1) Ti±, TYPE-6^)S

0 0mm(Dfilfi x MtS^P ^x^^ 1 0 0

©ft»8^12 0 (HI 8) Sc*5Jt5W«E"sriB4ttiaa:

&i$<DXTy7S 1 1 2<Z)S#UvXgt!lP^mT^
($2) OSIt^^XiafiS^-^fcftittStbT

^StOTfcot^ 3 0raC-tI^I (3 00 0 4m
m) triimmtmmt LtRs&ts.
(0 0 4 8] {fcj^. HE— P J ^
^ !i-y3 o<o^*issti^>-xi 7co)ttt^SB:*-^]

L*sfc«>5o C<E>fia«\ AL=L4+ (Lv/
2) -L 3 £ LT^S^**^ 1IU Lvfi^^y-
y^IE*f^(Dft$ (Bi2 0#fiS) -efcSo tut, ±

Ki?^**^®ffi4 4 t LTx^ y-V3 OtcS^S*
§ t^f^ys io9),
[0 0 4 9] lltfi, roSSJ«S*Sr5SS&©5x., &
wu^x&^iasMi-vx^^m-r^<tft-ir, satsggt

[00 5 0] -tcoa, B3&#tt. aSJSS**>mifiB4 4

(8)

14

A*Srtr5d», i^coi 3!:7
!nyx^ l o owifij

0 6!:got, 0ffc!c^y£$tL/iSM*f*SrA*L"C,

[00 5 1] —*\ 7fy7'S 1 1 1 -eSSK^tiiS 9 \z

2!c^oT&M^>-Xg#i]#iS^?rtT5 D r^SStu

HtftX^v-^Jt^l 9, 7^-*^5BiftSB2 Is X—

A

IBfta5 2 2Sr^LT. MU^XI 7(D:Rffi«r, A* U

[0 0 5 2] Bl7f±, rcoSMi/V-XgiipSAa^co-y-
X/w-^>-8:*H-:7n—^— h-e&So *i\ ±8Bfll

H»AL©Ii^, ®X-Ag|S» x @7i-^^ll
ft. ®SiS**X9*>*S:SE»i-5.

20 [0 0 5 3] —jKfityd&ft U>Xl 7 <h LTX-Al/y

rottA^tSttEEISofiltcS^^^lti/^Xi 7<D&

[0 0 5 4] D&*U «t 9BtL$iteSx.1i£* -7*—lmm
30 Silt u^Xi 7 hx? y->-3 o ttoSgBf^^

»i-5<o-t», sitwaDf--rxfe«/hft*sbK»i-r5o u
fc#ot, »l*HaD*^XSr**.4v^SS, 7*—

0fBT?tt, ±3fioj:5J-iS;itBfffi-9->rXds^(0**,

40 ^ sr^Rg l 3& e>x—j±mm£&>xrf7*-% ^ussm
4r*^^ J: 5tUX^5o (*2) Ji, rcoS^t^-

T Y P E - 6 0^(DvL—^/i-$:>^-r*Xfo5o

[0 0 5 5]

[*2]



#M2U00--ai BUI .P2UUQ--S1BU1A:

IB

(9)

TYPE-6

450

27504 Pi qi

27604 P2 q2

27704 P3 q3

30004 Pm qm

30104 Pm+1

48704 Pn-2 ln-2

48804 Pn-1 qni

48875 Pn In

[0 0 5 6] MStt (*2) fcfcV^T, »ltlEPB*s*ffi<0

2 7 5 0 4mm^bfiS^4 8 8 7 5mm^T*l OOm
mRQRj (ffiU &&<D4 8 8 0 4mmJi»M 8 8 7 5m
m4^ttffi»<0 7 lmm(OBaiBt)5coT^5) "C5!]*;h,

[0 0 5 7] X-AHS, 7d~*^i^Stttt-?rH-5*

x-Aghast u^xicoo ^ratmtfii^ xrtra

[0 0 5 8] *^t£<0^flg"T?{4\ .hS'fi^s^S 1 1 o

idfc^T, TYPE-6<75a*t^>XSCj:9, aWtfJffi

f^X4 5 0>f J: 5 J-a^tEEBfi3 0 0 0 4m

4 5 0 (-f^) /K (^>^) t45ff"Cfc5^6,

Mfctt, O^attf^Xl 70)fe|ftiC^L

[0 0 5 9] *Hffic0^ffi-^ti, ait U-VX 1 7 O^ib
JcJ:9aEttX9VSr*tTU-C^5<ot?, Z<D&M^>
Xl 7*5, SS^[^!w±fSA L/MfcitS®J-ra J: 5iC

satf*x9v'fflgKSb^~* 2 3<om&i& (mffli'^x

m Sr#:«>5 0 Si!lttX7v/fflJSB»^— 2 3 :c

4 a irfj:t>ib. t>^-^(OP-^# l @HSt

ttfOu h 2 3 1 <D 1 {?y7*<D&£\Z& 9^S^SJUJ-c*

[0 0 6 0] *LT, ±Kffi^S*LfcX—

7



BflHooo- -hi 6ui .Piinoa-aiKoi a:
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^ctl^\^%W$k^-$ 2 6, 2 5, 2 3 %m§h L

(X7-77)

S 2 0 2-S2 04) , g JAJiSSr^T L X

[00 6 1 ] r<^J:5!-ifJffli-r5ri!-J:9, ffi>t
:X

JftffrSrf? 5 ffijfeflLiiaJi-SrtToTt^ta^t*^

<oa3i-S:*S!--t-5i:i: 1b!-, Kit fS'XaSG^ftStje

1>feb*-Ci»»fclTi\ ffi*ftA*iftf^«3t*fl=«

[0063] mm<Dwm 2 > ±iso>3«fc<D»f» 1 -t*

tt, attcoHfB*>f XSr^SfcfeO^ci 1 0 0

u-t?yf- s WSft if\z&m J: 5 tt±

[00 6 4] ^nj&^fii 2 t?tt, i-eic^a-^iaato

e»wjw-«t9fc5Sft^iftit*fto8HaE out.

o^^tt^ftiii (bit, r?3»s^aEj

[0065] pgsli, -^-r ^ n * 5«ift

3 0 *i\ ist^ y * ^ y i ^a-sK^ y 1 0 3

f^^H/cfe] 9(a) m^h-± o fjm^&m^mm 4 5 co

(Xt^s/^S 301) 0

[0 0 6 6] ^%'UZ<Dl*m%!lt£&h. aS3S!C*5

(10)

9 iiflsSSI- if coi&ft^Sf* U < ft^cd^£:^ y * U
4 >Vy hAifl/l 0 2 £rt¥-T

ffl««Ei^'<^-ewtS^ffi3SS#* L< ft^£ Stifc*^
!Cf± (^fy7'S 302 :Yes) , ^fy^S3 0 3

l^oT, [*I9 (b) !^ti:^Si©§^SE4 6

Sr-x^s-e-So :ti!:io$ Eisn^^ y — ><Dmm

5 (^fi/^S 30 4) = rcD[^, p*]9 (a) XA/J&
10 nfcrt§!-^LTSafR^iE*lfilSr^^ y —

0

\z^£&&£o\z^ti^mnx&% 0 MiS, Mffii^

^X^/js$^t§^icIl x rHmffiWSr^LS^i-TlfT

[0067] wsaro^j: vmm&^u^/ux
<0^&!cfi3SLfc5*»«r, B3 9 (b) © WgitROK
?j <OIBffi!;:J;QA*U ffiJBU*V^«^!-!* (*7^y

yS 3 0 5 :No) , t y^S 3 0 1

20 S^J-f± (^s^S 3 0 5 : Y e s ) , &MI39
(c) }c*i-«t3 4K»flriBBEaWBffffi4 7tf**Six
5 (^r^^S 3 0 6) 0

[0 0 6 8] ft4b\ ±5S©^f5'/S3 0 1^e)^TS'

X\ *NBSLT^J:^o *e>lcH*Sft(0**8Mft

T% iSJKffi^e— KSrSWU (^7y^S 3 0 7 : Y e

s) o

30 [0 0 6 9] 1rZ>k* P3yt°a- 9 5fi,

h^^— 2 let 9 Ell 0t^fJ;5^T^

5o r^irt, ^ttian (a) tc^-fj: 5 4S3S
SA^ISffiSOi^ ^^^^ h/^^-^ifo* 01ft?)

ftv^ajc*^$ix5 0 BI 1 Ol^i-J:
^— ^15 0fi, ^M^M<DA^>(D^—^-t^(0&$t (D

lffl^-yi5 1-15 9H45 («T,
/^-yi 5 1-15 9!£±9K»#ffiasraK£ix3'<

[00 7 0] 7cLT, Z.CO&iMgiRl^? — >1 5 1 — 1

5 9co^n^tt^S:^ffiIcSo^^coj: 5i-L-C70Iffi

figSS*3ltTSix5 c -Tft;b*>, ^^y->3 0ic^-T

5^*0^3:^^ i o o<n;:znjjfa*K ft«S?f < iffl

9i-iEL^ffl»Ba«!cftoT^ftv^«^&JiJi, 3IE3^a

-c*fttv. Mi i{±, ^co±5ft»^*f©«r*-i-[«-efc
w 6, ft4b\ fni[*]l?5±,aM<Offi

rjiC±ft^lSfft02*«r^ft



(11)

29

[0071] mi ink Sfc-r* h'<$— If 1 5 ocog

aiss^sK?T% i-x^^^^ y-v^w^cb

10 0 7 2] *|gK£«)?»ffi!c*5^T!±, ^^boaaSSEW:

!:LT^5„ -T^^^, !S&*5i, I^ISffl/^-^
i5i-i5 9©ftMflis:aiu ^-v^^y-v*

S 3 0 9) o

[0073] «Bftt, *i\ HiA^JlI s 0 ±-e

0±£>pgffl/^->l 5 1 SrBSiLfcas^ K 1 2 ic :

^i-j: 9 k:, :oiiffi^-yi5i^)tJ:3-t *

20

T/LftlSll* 3 1 «t 5 7*—#*£X

[0 0 7 4] N/s^ — >- 1 5 Offi, [«1 1 1 J; 9*

3 0 9) 0

[0 0 7 5]

[^3]

(a* M) (A*M)
mmmx ?>*
(A°Jtt) (OX)

1 Ap2l Apfl Apvl Aphl

2 Apz2 Apf2 Apv2 Aph2

3 Apz3 Apf3 Apv3 Aph3

4 Apz4 Apf4 Apv4 Aph4

5 Apz5 Apf5 Apv5 Aph5

6 Apz6 Apf6 Apv6 Aph6

7 Apz7 Apf7 Apv7 Aph7

8 Apz8 Apf8 Apv8 Aph8

9 Apz9 Apf9 Apv9 Aph9

[0 0 7 6] U±<Dmmm&, «g*a9SE^2«ft!-o
^Ttufru ±x<DmM^^^xm^mT-r^t
(XTy^fS 3 1 0 : Y e s) . r b<OtQM\Z X <0m

^ (sactaasa *mu-tz> Uf^s3i 1) 0 &
ib\ 4PS:cf41??-f-^^S/^->'l 5 1 , 153, 15
7. 1 5 9l:o^t!t ±£3<£>J: 51-^^ U —>3 0<£>

i^^^^COpJSS^^^ — VI 5 2 , 1 5 4. 1 5 6, 1

U t^co^S^^-yi 5 5!:o^tlt #

[0 0 7 7] ^f-y^S 3 1 1 Sil,5 <Z>!±, OkM

mm. fc&m^ (*wr^{^) . mmm

9, *©ai?rtSo»JBfl»-ou^Ttt«5S"r5o 7clt,
^^y^S 3 1 2l£*5^T, JifBSJSiSSS&EI 1 3

( b ) o *»3SiB***mBS 5 1 Sc J; 9 * * y

—y3 0(;$>r:W§ o

[0 0 7 8] ;L0)S^£JLfcaSbE@&#W:, gia^^n
yx ^ ? 1 0 0 OKiR«i«:aS8t5 (^7^S3
i3) 0 r<o«gas*s»TUT@ss#i6s^^ y-^±o
T7h/^-yi5o^)ii?:0lLT,

[0 0 7 9] JR»!C % $ ^!c?3^MplS<o^^Sr^i:
/c^^ll, y^yiH raf^^^ Ye
sj <OA**tTt\ ^7y-/S 3 0 8i:Kot, ^Sffl
A* —VI 5 1-15 SJCta-fcSISMA^^bgfeOiS



*#M200G-H1 601 .P2GUQ HltiQl A;

(12)

21

[oo8o] m i 4 1* % ^m&mmmmkm®m<D ft

SfS:>f^7P— S'CfcSn ±S (-^3)

4 0 1) 0

[0 0 8 1 ] ±33(^ct5J-X—AUSMli, SSib^^^^

L < ttHftfcX-* ix>Xea««r i

So

[0 0 8 2]—*-, 7^~*^BSS*}^J: 9

mm&*—# 2 5<Dmmm&ftfrz><Dx\
7 03ttt*[^<offifW4H*^<o^ib**s^9, rtu-

l/F = (l/f 1) + (1/f
mi, M2 uyx>^Wc^iMi 7 i

1 , I2M1 7 2 1 ^XfDmm^, SHI, SH2t
SH1= (fl-dz)/(fl
SH2= (-f 2«dz) / (f

[0 0 8 5] ^^T% Si^lOi^ M) 17
l2t»lijSl711 fc<03tttKf&ofcE«SrS % $
2Ml 72 lt7^ y — ^±<E>{&/&1 7 2 2^X<D%

1/S* - l/S= l/F •
•

•

®

s = d f + sh i xh&frt>ztitem%n<nli&xib% 0 *
fc, «RjSffi(KFt><Di«fcJ:9*aS(0-e % rtt6>Sr®SC

[0 0 8 6] rcOS ' <Oflt*^SH2*^U5Ut5J, S§

2 U^Xl 7 2^^^ y — VtDfSL& 1 7 2 2*-C0)SE

md s&$l-£%(dx\ ztiicd f i d z Srinsi-r^ <h

^±9*^:^1 0>JZ)4fc/k*»£>**' y-V3 0±C0{t

II, M^^Xi 7!*. #S«c^)U^X8¥A^«J5£$ix
Tt^OX% ±5So«t 5^2ft^^>X<Oi[a^fc*^
$ ?>jcti*^3b$*fC«-3X;*s*» ?>;h,3 r t left 5*5,

[0 0 8 7] 01 ^r^/^S 4 0 2M*JV*T

1-D9^5 UT7-/S4 0 2) o ^UTs "i-t
3

22

IX *X >\ t _

;± , r<75SEfSISr*«>5— A"ifeSr?ftKi-5 fc

»

<d USX fc

0ffflcD£5l U^Xl 7 1ir^^y->3 0fi:^^2 ^>
Xl 7 2a5 2tSc03S^^fci*: wXir J;5i5i)Wt L

[0 0 8 3] rKHM!r*5t^T, %md z .

r±Jg 1 , ^2W
io X 1 7 1 , 17 2 mcD^MXh '0

, w <D fiR »'l _hf5X—A

fg-CO vXBQlEPSSr dzOiU -t(0MS*Sr Adz
i-T^li, dz = dz0 + AdzHt*S5 o

m.Md f 31^*^-1 Ofrhsgl U^Xl 7 1

BE«T?fc?K ^*Lfc±ffiu>'XffflliE(Bi:ra«i-7rf~*

[0084] 3\ |g 1 , %2 U>-Xco^tu^ttcO^^Sg

iSrf 1, f 2tU m^^u-vXo^^gSISrF

2) - (dz/ (f 1 • f 2) ) • * (D

+ f 2-d z) • • •©
1 + f 2-dz) • • • <D

so [0 0 8 8] ^ktCl. Egg|D 1 ~D 9 CD b U<Dh<D<D

S 4 0 4) o 0 1 6 W\ y —^3 0 £3^:^ 1 0

I0©$$lf±, Sltu^Xi 7(D^tttdE^-r^ J: 5

}cES2Si^TV^5 tot U IHS^ 1 , 3, 7,

[0 0 8 9] ^^T% ^^^lO^^&HS^l (i£±

o £*^-f i o k<Di^-fifa<nfantfytiiWL%* 1rt£t>

%*¥*rni«>4ijEft 0 1 si. -sas^ 1 ^s^t-rtttf,

Sin91= (D 3-D 1 ) /L h

wwT% L hl±*# y —>3 0(D*-Vy7f«]CDgggf-efe9

(BI2 1^BB) . ^O*^ Xrir!c«Efti(OfS[-e*>9, IS

bo 0^ ^9-frirXlZ.Af)&tlX\<^<DX\ ^(DXPV — ^



*#BfU0QU--ai6Q1 .P2000--K1HQ1A*

[0 0 9 01 ±Ud Iffi* zI^#ft0>^:Eft£fc5#^

(D3-D1) (OiEli:cJ:9lK*^M]E*rfi]dSS*5^

r±i*3£-et>fc<. WAri, ^vi?*?* i o o^fefr

[0091] -<Dm, M&&ikm&M.2 (±az**)

ft0 2£, 7 teTPS) i:©B8^e>, ±S<£>7X

sp*lPKO||jEAi:RI«!CL'C3ft«>5 (^^S4 0

5) o

[0 0 9 2] i-)fcto*>, Sin02= (D7-D1) /
Lv ((lU L vii*^ y->-SiS*f^cO*$ 0 E) 2 0

OMjE^^^m-T^ (7f^S4 0 6, S4 0 7) o

60 ^J^Lfiv raSEJB'**— 5 KDTf^i 5

11' kx? y->3 0CDJH&3 1 5 J: 3

[0093] ^CDAx, AyiOitt, 9 ^ LT*

£>S^Hffil5 0' IdSsttafSg/fl'^—VI 5 1 (DTI

^15 1 lJcgf^X— ^SBfi d£*^) , 7a—

3 0^S3 1 IC—ft$*fc<Ot?*>5*^, w<OlS^3

Tx AiSJOgglS^/^- v 1 5 1 <om& 15 11 £^33

[0 0 9 4] Z(DX O^lsXnbtlfzm&l 5 1 1 IZiiL 40

1 l* Sr^fccox^feSd^b, H,£i 5 1 1 co{4(??ti?$3t

ft ^M'&fik 8 1, 0 2/^ U^f^IE $ tifc&Mti&m k
TR& 1511* ^f4ff3**«)5- ir* s -C#5o

[0 0 9 5] £Jl±cO«t 5 *ft btlfcft ^MaEft
w.ssffl^^-yi5i^i^i5ir t^y-v
3 0 <DTfiJ& 3 1k <D7k¥ • SE#fa<0-fixta A x, Ay

24

(b) £Oi^5¥^X^>^K:fi3ii5 1 iii^^^r.^^ r^j,

35ificojFjflg2:c*5^T:t, 9 <@ <73 ass^ : - ;
t >o ^ >i ^

—

ii\ y^ = >l !-J:9SLiC*ftXvv'SEfiigBl

— VI 5 1 (D^—}~v*? U—>3 0<Z5=3— gr£
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